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INTRODUCTION
          In the early 1960s, My wife and I ran a small business in New York City, handcrafting
“Authentic Reproductions" of antique toys and music boxes that never, existed in the first place.
It was called, "Boutique Fantastique". The name was derived form the ballet “La Boutique
Fantasque” by Respighi-Rossini, and translates into English as “The Fantastic Toy Shop”.
Fantastic indeed, for all the toys and dolls there came to life at night. The concept and the music
always intrigued me.
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          On December 19th, 1964 with Christmas just a few days away, an article about Boutique
Fantastique appeared in the New York Times.

          Later that day the phone rang. I lifted the receiver to hear for the first time, the
mesmerizing voice that would dominate my Destiny for the next 20 years. It was the voice of
Harry Kislevitz, a Wizard of the highest order. I immediately fell under his spell.

          His voice alone was captivating, kind, exuberant, and resonating. It was the voice of Santa
Claus, calling, from just across the river in New Jersey, to offer me the possibility of making
toys, happily ever after.
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          In the days and years that followed I spoke to Harry, hour after hour, nearly every day,
and found him to be the most complex and amazing person I had ever known. And his voice,
alone, was all there was to know, for although, he lived just a few miles away, he remained
only a disembodied voice on the telephone for the next four years.

          As I had never met Harry in person, at least not until years later, I filled in the missing
pieces, with items from my own imagination. Therefore, he could be anything I wanted him to
be: a friend, a playmate, a toy tycoon, a God maybe. But most of all, in spite of the fact that he
was only ten years my senior and already had six children of his own, this unknown entity,
who appeared to possess great wisdom and maturity, became a father figure to me. I never
spoke to my own father much when he was living. We never had a conversation, or very much
in common. Now here on the phone was Harry Kislevitz, a brilliant complex individual with an
insatiable curiosity and thirst for knowledge, who also happened to be the World’s most
sympathetic listener, honoring me with his attention, as we mined my mind for toy ideas. To
my surprise, we found that there were plenty there.

          Thus, from 1965 to 1971, we played together, inventing one thing or another. If Harry
liked a toy idea he would manufacturer it. There were no holds barred, no avenue in Toytown
left untraveled, no chamber in the Castle Colorforms, unexplored. But, like the bride of
Bluebeard, there was one door I was not allowed to enter. That was the door marked
“Colorforms”. That alone was off limits. Harry had invented Colorforms, the vinyl plastic
pieces that stuck to a shinny surface. And he was convinced that there was no idea or
application involving Colorforms, nor could there be, that he had not thought up already.
In the ten or so years that Colorforms existed, aspiring toy inventors had assailed Harry with
suggestions of new ways to use the plastic pieces: stick them on the TV, or the refrigerator,
even vinyl snow flakes adhering to the window panes at Christmas. Harry had been there, seen
that , done that, and thought about it all before. He had tasted success with Colorforms, and
now, rather than build upon it, he wanted to do something new. Thus, he would entertain no
further discussion on the subject. The very mention of “stick-ons” was off limits. The door to
Colorforms was shut and bolted. Until 6 years later, through a curious set of circumstances, I
broke it down once and forever.

          From that day forward I stuck with Colorforms for the next 15 years. Fifteen years that
flew away, and in the end, seemed to count for nothing. Along the way I became what Harry
called the “Creative Director” a term I never fully understood; for that matter, neither did He. It
was all the more confusing as I was never an employee. My remuneration was always in the
form of royalties, based upon how well “my”, so called, “items” sold. Nonetheless, I threw in a
lot of extra stuff for free.

          This website chronicles the years I spent in that capacity. (I’m tempted to say captivity)
The products shown for each year will not be everything that Colorforms produced that year,
but only those I innovated, and for which I received a royalty. These will be presented only in
the year and catalogue in which they first appeared, even though, they may have continued in
the line for many years.
Eventually the role of Creative director came to be anything that I did best. If there was any
aspect of any of “my items” someone else could do better than me, like specking type, hand
lettering, creating “finished art”, etc. they got the job; for which, by the way, they were
handsomely paid. On individual items, compared to my measly royalty, these artists made out
much better than me. But, across the board, as the number of “my items” multiplied, it added
up to a good living.
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THE BEGINNING
          Harry Kislevitz was both brilliant and naive. Brilliant in that he thought in terms of grand
and grandiose concepts. In later years he aspired, among other things, to cure World famine
and rescue all Mankind. That is how grand his concepts were. Unfortunately, the diet that he
recommended consisted entirely of grass grown in soil filled cafeteria trays, crawling with
earthworms. Never mind! That is how naive Harry could be at the same time!

          Nothing illustrates this better than the first project we undertook together, “The Great
Zoetrope”. This modern recreation of a marvelous 19th century optical toy, that both predated
and previewed the moving pictures, was something I had “manufactured” as Boutique
Fantastique. Sourcing the components out myself was, in itself, an education: from wood
turned bases, sprayed black in my loft, to brass fittings, steel rods, wooden hoops, and die cut
sheets with slots that we assembled to form a cylinder with a hat box lid on top. The film
strips were printed on large sheets of paper, then cut and hand colored, using a stencil a
process known as “pochoir” in France.

          I had ordered enough components for a numbered edition of 1000. When Harry came
into my life, 600 had been sold already. Now Harry was inspired to begin a whole new toy
company, based on a fresh new premise that toys could be for adults too. The company would
be called “Adult Toys Inc.”

          Don’t laugh! At the time the idea seemed ground-breaking and Brilliant. Forty five years
ago “Adult Toys”, as they are commenly known today, weren’t invented yet. Or if they were,
Harry and I were too innocent to know about them. And the possibility of "Adult Toys" having
another meaning never crossed our minds.
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          So Harry purchased my remaining raw materials and set the employees at Colorforms to
work assembling 400 Zoetropes. He also commissioned me to design a “no expense spared”
box to showcase the product. How I loved doing this package, printed inside and out on pure
white virgin cardboard. Yes, no expense was spared indeed!
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          How out of it were we? As Exhibit One I offer this broadside, harking back to the 19
Century to introduce Adult Toys Inc. to the World of 1965. We sure had a lot to learn, and a long
long way to go.
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          The 400 remaining zoetropes were sold, albeit, not quickly enough to merit their
continuation, or that of Adult Toys either. Nonetheless, the Great Zoetrope returned a few
years later in the form of a more commercial children’s product, called “Canned Movies”.
Canned Movies didn’t exactly set the World on fire, but they did end up advertized on TV.
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          The highlight of this whole endeavor was the Disney studio actually lending me a
16mm copy of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to play over and over, stopping the
projector every few frames to trace authentic animation. Being able to see this film outside
of a theatre was a treat unheard of in those days. Unfortunately, it wasn’t unheard by my
former friend and upstairs neighbor, who heard it, heard it, heard it, until it drove him
crazy. Before I gave it back again, a loft full of kids enjoyed the movie at my daughter
Samantha’s eighth birthday party, to the sound of pounding on the ceiling.
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          The very nature of the “Adult Toys” concept, added to the fact that I had, more or less,
been in the gift industry as Boutique Fantastique, led to our early items being more suitable
for gifts than toys. On such esoteric effort was something called “Fantastics” , a campy cross
between a fan and a mask that functioned badly in either capacity. My favorites were the heart
shaped one with Valentino where each person pictured supplied the die cut peep hole for one
eye, and the Busby Berkley extravaganza, with only one peep hole in the middle.

                  In an effort to do something more viable than (out of copyright) dead movie stars,
we actually licensed the then popular sensation, "Twiggy". In spite of the fact that she just,
recently, turned 60, she looks pretty much the same today. Guess she doesn’t need these
masks, now, any more than anyone else did, then. I’d forgotten that these forgettable items
ever existed, until I stumbled across them just the other day.
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          In 1965 there were several places in New York City where thousands of glossy movie
stills were available for just a dollar each. Days of digging through them resulted in the foray
into low-tech technology you see below. We called them “Talking Paper Dolls. Behind each
oversized cardboard cut out, there was a small folding voice box. From each voice box there
emerged a long strip of red plastic with recorded ridges on it. This primitive gimmick had been
around since the 1920s. When someone ran their thumbnail down the strip, dead movie stars
would talk to them from beyond the grave. Believe it or not, I channeled all the voices myself.
May West cooed “Come up and see me sometime.” in her most sultry tones, while Mickey
Mouse, in his characteristic falsetto, chirped out “Hello Folks”. Alas, when “Folks” was
translated to the plastic strip it was not clearly enunciated, and proved to be an unfortunate
choice of words.
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          Harry and I were slowly wising up. Eventually it occurred to us that a talking paper doll
might be better directed to kids. So,“Tina the Talking Paper Doll” was born. Bill Basso did the
charming artwork. There was a certain irony here. Here was Harry, the man who invented
Colorforms, which was, in many respects, an updated improvement on the paper doll,
producing a paper doll himself. Sort of like Henry Ford making a horse and buggy. If only
Tina’s clothes had been Colorforms stick-on pieces, which is what the toy industry expected
from Colorforms, maybe she would have sold.

          There was often little rhyme or reason to what Harry and I worked on, but occasionally
there were reoccurring themes. One that was ongoing was the “cheap cardboard flashlight”.
Colorforms was always most comfortable with anything made out of cardboard. They were,
after all, a die cutting and box making company with some silk screening abilities.

          The very first bright toy idea that I came up with was called the “SCARY LIGHT”, a
cardboard flashlight with zoom action that produced ghostly apparitions that could be truly
scary. Because the Colorforms sales force couldn’t sell it, or much of anything Harry and I
came up with in the beginning, it never saw the light of day.
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          In 1966, when Batman appeared on television it was an overnight sensation. The show
was blisteringly Hot. Bogus Batman items flooded the market. Anyone with any preexisting
piece of crap slapped a Batman label on it, and that was that. But, Harry and I were so
excited, we really tried to make legitimate products that captured and celebrated the essence
of the show. In fact, Harry was so energized by the phenomenon that he even rented me a
colored TV, so I could be inspired by it in living color.
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          Meanwhile, the Zoetrope that refused to die was born again as "BAT-O-RAMA". I
threw my heart and soul into this project. It was, possibly, the most dynamic product of the
short lived Batman era to never be produced. Trying to do the subject matter justice proved
to be a disaster. The price of our enthusiasm turned out to be too high to pay. By the time
the products were ready, the Batman craze was ending. We were too late! The TV rental
compnay came and took my RCA away.

          Thus, the Scary Light was hurriedly changed to the Batman Shadow Light. It was
simple but amazingly effective at projecting the Bat signal and lots of other Batman
shadows on the wall. The package was a Knock Out! "BIFF" “POW!”, if I do say so
myself!
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          Hot on Batman’s tail, the Green Hornet “craze” was just beginning. Stuck with plastic
end caps and bulbs, etc., we quickly changed course, and the GREEN HORNET SIGNAL RAY
was born. It was the first toy product I created to legitimately see the Light of day. And it
Signaled the beginning of my so-called Brilliant career as "toy designer".
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          The flashlight, itself, which is the same old paper tube, projects a glowing green Green
Hornet Signal on any surface. The hornet's eyes on the tube light up bright Red.
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         Unfortunately the Green Hornet TV Show never quite lived up to its expectations, and
neither did the GREEN HORNET SIGNAL RAY. In an attempt to come up with a more exciting
package, than those I saw in the stores in 1966, I created one so complex and badly
constructed, that few of these items managed to survive for more than few days in
Woolworth's, let alone, 45 years! An elastic cord was added by Colorforms, in a last minute
effort to prevent paper flashlight from falling off it's ridiculously impractical and over-
ambitious card. The fact that both the packages and the toys themselves, were self-
destructing in the dime stores, makes this a RARE item, today.

          The tongue in cheek copy on the back of the package discloses the fact that to some
degree I thought designing toys was a big Joke! In some ways, maybe, I still think that,
today. The puns and corny humor that first emerged right here was to manifest itself,
repeatedly, in the product names and copy that I wrote throughout my long career.

          Meanwhile our efforts meandered all over the map. I even sculpted a strange unpleasant
little doll. Her name was “Baby Grumpy”, no relation to Disney. I can’t remember why I
sculpted her. I guess she would be considered my first doll. At the time, I believed she would
be my last as well. Although, Baby Grumpy was never produced, her unconventional
expression, perhaps unknowingly, foretold the shape of many Baby Faces, yet to come.
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          And so it was, for three pleasant years, we played our time away. Traveling down
memory lane over the past few days, every remnant of an old item I uncovered along the way
has brought to mind the memory of many others were lost and forgotten long ago. Among
them I remember a kaleidoscope hidden in an egg, various shadow toys and peepshows, and
a line of jigsaw puzzles we produced a few years later. One Idea that Harry fell in love with and
wouldn’t leave alone, was a Magic picture book with pictures that transformed when held up
to a light. We toyed with that forever. The principle resurfaced years later as the "Holly Hobby
Magic Glow Doll House". There was no method to our madness, no rhyme or reason for what
we did. Nothing better illustrates how far a field we traveled than the item shown below.

          ”Monster Squirt”! There was even something audacious about the name. Yesterday I
opened two dusty boxes in the basement and there it was again. Any resemblance to a
Muppet is purely coincidental. In 1967 Sesame Street was still two years away. Colorforms
was slowly moving out of the world of cardboard into the realm of the real toys made in Hong
Kong. Monster Squirt was made real by Gene Rubin. He was a sort of manufacturer/go-
between, who worked with factories in the Orient. One year later, it was Gene who made it
possible for Colorforms to do the Outer Space Men.
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THE OSM YEARS
          I remember the moment the Outer Space Men were conceived as clearly as if it were
yesterday. The heavily armored big front door of our NYC apartment opened into a tiny hall,
hardly bigger than a phone booth. And a phone booth, in a manner of speaking, is, more or
less, what it turned out to be. It measured 3’X3’. The door, when swinging open, barely missed
the walls, one of which was a closet with sliding doors. The other was the portal that led to a
small kitchen, hardly bigger that the hall. The third side opened out to the front room and a
primitive early version of the toy collection wall, that later grew to gargantuan proportions,
when recreated in the house we live in now.

The entire tiny vestibule, from floor to ceiling, doors included, was dramatically wallpapered
with bold floral black and fuchsia shopping bags that I had harvested from the Vatican Pavilion
at the 1964 World's Fair. In the middle of each heart shape design, I had glued a small round
mirror. It was in this magiclly claustrophobic cubical, oppressive, fantastical, and downright
ecclesiastical, that the OSM were born.

The only telephone in the apartment was attached to the kitchen wall. Thus, the marathon
phone conversations with Harry, that took place nearly every day, always began with the long
phone cord stretched and me standing in the hall. Sooner or later, I would, inevitably, end up
lying on the floor with my feet resting high up on the chained and double locked front door.
But, on this occasion, I remained standing, too excited to lie down. I had just seen Matt Mason
in the stores for the first time, and an earthshaking IDEA was counting down: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1 - to BLAST OFF in my mind.
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          Recently, I heard the birth of the Outer Space Men
erroneously described as a calculated mercenary
enterprise, $uggesting that Colorforms had studied
Mattel’s bottom line, and seeing that Matt Mason was
making millions, hired me to knock it off. The story made
me want to puke. Nothing could be farther from the truth.
“Colorforms” i.e. Harry had never heard of Matt Mason
when our conversation began that evening. But by the
time it ended, both of us were committed to travel to the
“Farthest Reaches of Our Galaxy” in search of THE
OUTER SPACE MEN .

          The voyage that began that night was destined to
continue for the next two years. Throughout that journey,
the desire to make money was never the fuel that
propelled our flight, nor did it even cross our minds. We
just wanted to make toys that could soar free of Earth’s
gravity. Ironically, in the end, it was Colorform’s lack of
foresight, guts and money that brought us down to Earth
again.
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          At the time, and for years thereafter, I marveled that I could sell Harry on this project. Up
until then, everything we had worked on was a mutual involvement. I intuitively realized, early
on, that Harry was more inclined to invest in one of my “ideas” if he could feel it was actually
his own. Thus, I subtly endeavored to encourage that illusion. And we could chat about a
project every day, refining and enhancing it together as it progressed to completion. But the
OSM were different: Harry was literally blindsided by them. Nothing in his previous experiences
prepared him to participate in the OSM. He had not grown up in darkened theatres peeking
through his fingers at the Wolfman. He was more likely to have been reading Thomas Wolf
instead. If he could go home again, he would find no science fiction there. The Outer Space Men
were (pun intended) alien to him, but he recognized a good idea when he heard it.
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          We did have some fun thinking up names together. Anyone, who could create a name
like "Androck" for his first born son, had to have a flair for naming OSM. Harry’s character
picks were the same as mine in choosing the first 7 from the initial drawings. His check
marks are still on the ones we chose.

          Over the years, I witnessed Harry’s enthusiasm span diminish. Eventually, it dwindled
down to a few minutes. But, back in 1967 he stood by and sustained his belief in the OSM
for two full years, even though, the project meant, more or less, losing me, as I worked alone
in a world of my own, lost in the stars.

          There were occasional gaps in our little space race, and these we filled with minor
items, of no significance, whatsoever. One was called “Space Putty”, “The putty that comes
in a moon”. It was essentially Silly Putty; and I was silly enough to do the package .
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          This devilish little creature also made his not so grand appearance. I had sculpted
him a few years earlier, just for the hell of it, with nothing in particular in mind. In the
beginning, he even had two eyes. He sort of reminded me of "Kilroy" an image that haunted
my childhood, throughout World War II.
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          Now christened “Whosis”, a name that Harry thought was cute, he was presented as
sort of a lucky charm. A tiny metal horseshoe hung around his neck for luck. In 1969,
truncated cylinders, swallow tests, and child safety rules were not invented yet. Needles to
say, he didn’t sell.

The art below was done by Colorform's ad agency. 28
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          Harry didn’t give up easily. So with Space Fever in the air, Whosis was renamed “Astro
Jerk”, and reintroduced with an updated package, designed by Bill Basso. The name, I think,
was Bill’s idea too. The back panel, rather than the usual baloney, had only a charming little
cartoon, typical of Bill’s sophisticated sense of humor. Astro Jerk didn’t sell either. You’ll meet
Bill in a minute.
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           Thanks to the initial success of the OSM, I was able to pay Colorforms back for
three years of advances, and have just enough left over to put down a deposit on a house
in the country. A house in the country! Doesn’t that sound great! Actually it was a “white
elephant” fraught with hidden pitfalls. Well, actually, they weren’t so hidden. I was just too
dumb to look. Things like no heat were a problem. That’s one that I didn’t discover until I
went to turn it on that winter.

           Meanwhile, due primarily to post-moon-landing ennui, and a dock strike that left the
OSM stranded on a ship at sea for 4 months throughout the Christmas season, the OSM
stopped selling. They came crashing down to earth again, demolishing my hopes and
dreams.

         And so, amid the wreckage of the Outer Space Men, life continued. I woke up to the
realization that the "World of the Future" had arrived, and I was stuck up in the country with
no money. I had no choice but to (pun intended) "stick" with Colorforms, going nowhere.
The bean-counting comptroller there had sprinkled salt on Harry’s tail, and he dared not
aspire to fly high again for many years, thereafter.

          Thus, in July of 1970 I set up a studio in my newly acquired dank dark cellar. On the
sweltering summer days I enjoyed the cool damp air down there. Throughout the summer
and the following fall, with the slightest hint of guidance from Harry, like “Why don’t you try
some pre-school items!” I’d wrack my brain for bright ideas, and over the course of six
lackadaisical days, sketch out, at least, a baker’s dozen. Below is the only one (of hundreds)
that remains.
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          Then on the seventh day, I’d travel to Harry’s house in New Jersey, where, amid the
hubbub of 6 kids popping in and out, “Hey Pop can I have five dollars?”, I’d show him what I
had come up with. Inevitably, he’d like a few ideas. And thus, the wheels would begin rolling
on another pie in the sky project. Along the way, we acquired patents on a variety of items,
and even actually produced a few.
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          The things we did redefined “insignificant”, like this little “Inch Worm”. Pull him out, he
was a tape measure. When the stem was pressed, he’d zip back into the apple again
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          No one had ever made elliptical xylophone keys before. There was a mathematical
formula to do it that was awarded a patent too.
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           As the year came to an end, and the autumn days grew colder, moisture seeped
incessantly up through the concrete cellar floor. Even with a pot belly stove blazing beside
me, working in the basement proved to be bone chilling. So, my “desk”, two sawhorses and
a wooden door, was moved upstairs to the unfinished first floor. My first project there was
to an attempt to clean up the mess made by two doll ladies that Harry had hired to design a
Betty Boop doll. That's the doll that they came up with on the left below. The neck and
receding chin line were a problem I never fully solved.

          Ironically, this not altogether satisfying item, difficult, today, to give away on eBay,
was responsible for the Betty Boop revival that, because of a mistake that Harry made, has
made "King Features" countless millions. Harry's Betty BooBoo is a rather interesting
story, one worthy of a web page of its own. I mention the doll here merely as an example of
how we whiled our time away in the final days before the unintended revolution of 1971,
that was to change my life with Colorforms forever.
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 THE ARTISTS
          This is as good a place as any to introduce you to three artists, who made all that
follows possible:

           But right from the beginning, even when I first met Harry, the Best of the Best was
already in place. I am speaking of the second Artist I want to introduce you to: BILL BASSO.
I should really say Bill Basso Senior, for now his son William Basso Jr. has become a well
known and accomplished artist too. Bill always considered himself an illustrator, but there
was nothing he couldn’t do. Everything I ever knew about paste-ups, type and mechanicals,
I learned by watching Bill. He was a true professional, who shared a studio in Manhattan to
which he traveled every day. Bill had a unique style, ranging from sweet to bittersweet, and
a deliciously bizarre and subtle sense of humor, that permeated every line he drew.

           Was he ideal for doing licensed characters? I’d have to say both Yes and No.
Sometimes “No”, because his own style and identity always shone through. He really was
too good for such subservient endeavors. Everything he did was recognizably “his”. Try as
he might, he could not wholly subjugate his unique look to one dictated by others.

          But, most of the time, the answer was “Yes”, and then some! For Bill at his best was
always better than the original character. When the fit was right, he elevated the subject
matter to heights that it had never reached before. His re-creation of Raggedy Ann brought a
dying property to life again. And later, Bill’s “Holly Hobby” was more appealing than
anything Holly, herself, had done. His 1976 "Castle Dracula" Colorforms was a tour de force
of exquisite esoteric humor.

          The first is HARRY KISLEVITZ, himself. He really was a decent painter and very good
art director. When one thinks of “Classic Colorforms” in terms of collectibility, they are
referring essentially to all those toys produced in the years well before I met Harry.
Beginning with the first basic shape set, he either designed or art directed all of them. But
more than that, and more importantly, Harry really though that artwork mattered. And
therefore, unlike anyone else I ever encountered in the toy industry, he would simply hire
the best talent money could buy and pay the price unflinchingly. Beginning with the
Colorforms logo, which was designed by none other than the great Paul Rand, Colorforms
paid more for art than anybody.

          After all, Colorforms stick-on toys were unique in that the artwork was not merely
packaging, added on, after the fact. The artwork, itself, was the toy. And Harry looked over
every aspect of its design carefully. No detail was too small to escape his discerning eye.
Every nuance mattered. “Maybe we should move this type a quarter of an inch” he’d say.
Some might see this final finessing as finicky. But in my eyes he was always unerringly
right. This made working with him a joy, knowing one’s efforts were indeed appreciated.
Harry was a true connoisseur to whom good art and good design was more important than
the bottom line.
           Later on, when I was “art directing”, Harry’s propensity for hiring "the best" made
my task easy. I never had to be unpleasant; I just stepped aside and let great artists do
their thing.

HARRY KISLEVITZ

BILL BASSO
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          One thing about Bill always
intrigued me. In all my years as an art
student, including two at Pratt, where
I majored in illustration, I never met
an illustration student, who wanted to
be an illustrator. Like me, they all
wanted to be painters. Bill was the
only one I ever met, who actually
wanted to be an illustrator. That’s
what he was, and that’s what he
always wanted to be. He was happy.

          When I first entered Harry’s
world, Bill was already there before
me ,  do ing  many  o f  the  bes t
Colorforms. His Classic Raggedy Ann
dress up set was in the line already,
and remained there for all the years
that I was around. Raggedy Ann was
one of many dormant characters that
Harry dragged out of obscurity to,
once again, gain popularity.
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          He even tried to resurrect Shirley Temple. When Shirley Temple Black refused to grant
a license, Harry made a Colorforms toy of “Curley Mc Dimple”, an Off-Broadway parody,
instead. Of course, it failed dismally. Naturally, like many others, Bill Basso did this toy too.
At the top of the same page in the 1972 catalogue is the “Smile Dress-Up Set”, another one
of Harry’s, I thought, bright, ideas that Bill successfully brought to life, as well.

          Meanwhile, throughout my early years with Harry, whenever I had to produce a
package, one that required type, hand lettering or mechanicals, Harry hired Bill to save me.
Although I supplied the photos and Bob Engle did the product paintings, it was Bill who
created the packages for the Outer Space Men. He also did the plastic pieces for most of my
early attempts at Colorforms Stick-Ons. All the while I was associated with Colorforms, Bill
was always busy, creating toys for Colorforms, one after another. He was never without a
new one due.
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          The third artist I am about to introduce you to was, in many ways, to me, the most
important. MIKE STROUTH is his name. One day early in 1973, I was in a Hallmark card shop
when a curious little pop-up book called “The Adventures of Super Pickle” caught my eye.

MIKE STROUTH

          Meanwhile, at that very moment, clear across the country in Kansas City, Mike Strouth
and his lovely loving wife Rosie, along with their 4 perfect children were living the Utopian
life at Hallmark. When I picked up that book that day and carried it to the check out counter,
their Destiny his was in my hands!

          As I became more and more involved with Colorforms, one fact had become crystal
clear. I could whip out a concept in just a day or two, but finished art took me forever. This
drove Harry crazy. After seeing me out of commission for the better part of two years, doing
the Outer Space Men, then watching it take weeks on end to do the art on Mickey Mouse toys,
he didn’t want to lose me. I was much more productive and amusing to him thinking up new
ideas. So he urged me to keep my eyes open for someone who could help me. Ha! Fat
Chance that I would discover a talented assistant up here in Dutchess County.
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          Then suddenly, here was this book called Super Pickle, and unlike the usual Hallmark
product, it actually disclosed the artist’s name. “Illustrated by Mike Strouth” it read. From
beyond the barrier of time and space, across the many miles, Mikes drawings spoke to me and
changed his life forever.

          I rushed home and excitedly called Harry. Minutes later, he, who never hesitated to pick up
a phone and call anybody from Paul Rand to Picasso, was calling Kansas city. Without ever
seeing Super Pickle himself, he hired Mike to work on a new project with me.

          Mike and I proved so compatible and worked so well together from afar that, overnight, the
Harry hand of Fate reached out and plucked Mike right out of Kansas City and moved him here
to work with me.

          First Mike alone arrived and stayed a week, house hunting. Harry had hoped he’d find a
place near Colorforms in picturesque New Jersey. But when faced with the reality of how
expensive that would be, he bought a home up here, not far from me. His family quickly followed
to begin a whole new life in Dutchess County.

          What a change that had to be. Both Mike and Rosie, she was an artist too, had been
snatched right out of art school by talent scouts from Hallmark, and whisked off to Hallmark-
land in Kansas City. There they lived the Hallmark life. All their friends were artists, with whom
they had a lot in common, living together in an ideal community where everything they needed
was supplied. Every day they “had a good day”, and every Hallmark-created Holiday was, not
only, celebrated but believed in. I have often wondered how they could bear to tear themselves
away to live in Upstate New York, cold and artless, where few cared enough to give a damn, let
alone, “the very best”.
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          And so it came to be that Mike and I began a kind of friendship/partnership, working
together harmoniously for the next 13 years. My eagle eye had proved unerring; what Supper
Pickle said to me proved true: this was, indeed, a match made in heaven. Mike had a talent that
never ceased to amaze me. Everything he touched turned out delicious. And, more often than
not, what he touched was a comp first done by me. Then he transformed it into Finished Art
with incredible speed. He never failed to vastly improve on what I gave him, retaining all the
good parts correcting most of the bad. Of course, he was more than capable of working without
me, and executed many a project, from start to finish, on his own. But most often we worked
together, with me comping up the contents while Mike designed the cover. The end result
would fit together as if one artist had done it all, one artist a bit more clever than each of us
alone would be.

          One thing about Mike that never ceased to amaze me, was the fact that he was so
"ordinary". I mean that in the nicest way. Having traveled from U of M to Pratt, to Paris, and back
to NYC again, I had encountered every shape and form of artist. All of them managed to look and
act like artists, irregardless of whether or not they did or didn’t do any art work, let alone, have
any talent. And suddenly, along came Mike, an ordinary guy. It was as if, somewhere from a
cloud in Heaven, the Muses had tossed to Earth a giant bundle of raw talent, and it landed, by
chance, haphazardly, on the most regular of fellas, growing up in the vast middle of the USA.

          Mike had hands of gold. But when they weren’t turning out art work ,and touching it with
Magic, they were coaching Little League, playing poker with the boys once a week, eating the
soup and sandwich Rosie made him for lunch every day, or petting the puppy, a cocker spaniel
named Pupcake, who was Mikes constant companion as he worked in an unheated basement
next to the washer dryer, churning out magic, throughout the days, and late into each night and
early morning.
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1971
          As 1971 began, Harry and I continued to aimlessly meander the crooked streets and back
alleys of Toyland. It's difficult to remember what, if anything, we accomplished. One thing I do
recall was something called the "Finger of Fate". It was a sort of Ouija Board variation in which a
floating hand was held aloft magnetically within a (styrene) crystal ball. We even got a patent on
it. Bill Basso did the artwork.

          A questioner's fingertips, resting gently on the mystic rim, would send metaphysical
vibrations to the disembodied hand. Its extended index finger would then point out the future,
which at that moment, looked grim.

          But that summer, something amazing happened, a simple twist of Fate that amounted to a
Revolution. Suddenly, a door that had, hitherto, been closed to me, was accidently opened, and
when I eagerly stepped through it, my life was changed forever. Little did I realize that Destiny was
digging a rut for me that I would be stuck in for the next fifteen years.

          Having run through several Sales Managers, and killing one off in the process, Harry now
hired another. Then, after been an agoraphobic prisoner of his house for years, he suddenly went
on a vacation. What shall I work on while you’re away? I inquired. “Go in to Colorforms and meet
the New Sales Manager”, he replied, “AND DO WHATEVER HE TELLS YOU TO!”

          And so I met STANLY SCHWARTZ, a force to be reckoned with. There behind his desk he
sat, larger than life, a powerful presence, with a bombastic bone shaking baritone voice, and fists
of ham. He asked me to explain who I was and what I did. When I finished my sheepish
dissertation, I added that for the previous week I had been on Vacation. “Vacation form WHAT?”
he boomed out, sneering judiciously! He had a way with words that was blunt, honest and
intimidating. 44



          Clearly this relationship was off to a bad start. Stan was as unimpressed with me as I
was terrified of him. But in the years that followed, in spite of our opposite natures, a mutual
respect, and I might even say, a cautious trust and friendship, grew between us. Man oh man,
Stan sure knew the toy business! He was brusque, but wise, a no BS kind of guy. With Stan as
my teacher, I quickly saw the folly of my own and Harry’s ways. And learned many a lesson in
reality and practicality that Harry took as a challenge, and refused to succumb to, but I never
forgot. And much of what I know about toy-biz today, I can, with gratitude, attribute to Stan
Schwartz.

          Now, when I told Stanly that Harry had requested that I should work on anything that he,
the New Sales Manager suggested. His answer was swift and definitive: “WORK ON
COLORFORMS!” he said!

          Oh my God! The door, at last, was open! Even though, I knew I was being naughty, not
to explain to him that Colorforms was forbidden territory, I seized the opportunity, and happily
headed home.

          A week later I reappeared at a meeting with both Harry and Stan together. In my hand I
held three concepts that Harry, awe struck, readily admitted he had never seen or thought
about before. He was amazed and excited, and vowed to do all three.

          The only one of the three prototypes I still have is this: “Puppetforms”. To demonstrate
the principle I used Raggedy Ann and Andy. The die-cut moving figures were to be dressed up
in Colorforms clothes and animated by the knobs below. The other two rough comps, one with
changing faces and the other with an acetate window to emulate 3D, were lost in translation.
With a little urging form yours truly, (Who Me?) Raggedy Ann was changed to Mickey Mouse,
and I was off and running.
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          Thus, began a whole new phase of my association with Colorforms. But, how was I to be
remunerated? What kind of royalty would be fit? Because so much of the appeal was due to
the Colorforms themselves, the 5% I had been getting was clearly out of the question. Grateful
for anything I could get, I quickly cut a lousy deal. I was never a good businessman, being
essentially allergic to money, at least, until the rising cost of comic characters made making
some a necessity.

          Colorforms stick-ons were Harry’s great achievement. He really didn’t want to share. It
was bad enough that most Stick-ons were based on licensed characters. That meant there was
an added 5% royalty already, which was the same as I had been getting on my items, i.e. The
Outer Space Men. Furthermore, the general public would be amazed if they knew how small toy
profits often are. Thus, while Colorforms was making a living for Harry and his employees, the
actual profits at the end of the year were considered good if they were 1%. That’s what he
offered me, a 1% royalty on every Colorforms I added "my touch" to. Oh, and as before, at my
own suggestion, my help with the art work and design on any of “my” items would be included
free.

          And so began my relentless attempt to “touch” everything in the Colorforms line. But
here, in the first year, there were just three: “The Barbie 3D Fashion Theatre” “Twist-O Chang-
O” and “Mickey Mouse Puppetforms”. Bill Basso did the first two toys. But, at my insistence,
the Mickey Mouse one fell to me. This was my chance to pay homage to and reintroduce the
1930s Mickey that I loved and collected. I dove into the project with a passion.

          In 1971, the licensed merchandise that the Disney organization spewed out was crap. All
product artwork had to pass through the Merchandising department located in NYC. Just about
anybody, who plunked $5,000 down, could get a license to make just about anything. And most
of the art was awful. This is what a typical Mickey Mouse Colorforms toy looked like, before
me.
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          A few years earlier, because Harry had licensed so many properties from Disney, he
had been able to get me entry to the NYC office to photograph their 1930s merchandising
catalogues. I went crazy doing that for several days, and in the process got to know the
players: The art director, Lou Lispi was a fabulous artist. Lou had been there since the 1930s
and designed the famous Lionel Circus Train and the Blue Ribbon Waddle Book. He had
worked on all the Pop-up books as well.

          By the time I did Puppetforms, Lou had retired and was replaced by Jim Tanaka. Jim
was a great guy, I was crazy about him, and he seemed to like me. Every time I went there he
would load me up with animation cels and other odds and ends for free.

          I also met Al Konetzni. He was a larger than life kind of guy with a gregarious outgoing
personality; reminded me of Ed McMahon. He was the merchandising manager and also an
artist, who had designed a lot of the merchandise from the 1950s, stuff from the Mickey
Mouse Club era. Now he was the one that dealt with licensors and cut the deals with toy
companies. In order to get Mickey he relentlessly tried to make you also license Fred Mc
Murray. Al was both fascinated and enraged that collectors were paying relatively big bucks
for things that in his day sold for pennies. He loudly complained about antique dealers, and
wracked his brain trying to figure out how Disney could either get a piece of that action, or
put a stop to it!

          But the Big Boss there was a guy named Jack Smith. He was more than a little scary.
His stern angular appearance and humorless demeanor reminded me of a stereotypical
movie Nazi. I steered clear of him.

          Because I was aware that Mickey had never been allowed to be seen in his original
incarnation with pie-cut eyes and circular anatomy since 1939, I urged Harry to clear it with
Disney before I set out on my journey to the world of way back when. So he called up Disney
and spoke to Al Konetzni. Al had no idea what Harry was talking about, so he said “Sure, go
ahead!” And so I set about it, the hallowed task of bringing vintage Mickey back again.

          I entered this endeavor with
ambivalence and trepidation. Up till then,
collecting Mickey by mail had been easy.
I only had to ask the seller if the item
they were offering had pie-cut eyes or
oval eyeballs, and by that alone I could
tell if their mouse was “new”, my term
for anything made after 1940, or “old”.
My interest lay in “old” things only. Now
I was about to break down the barrier,
and erase that distinction forever. Would
I regret it later? Well someone was
bound to do it, eventually. I managed to
convince myself, it might as well be me.

          So as 1971 ended, Mickey Had taken over my desk and my life as well. I was
determined that what I did must be “authentic”, Therefore I assembled the toy in much the
same way that Dr. Frankenstein made his creation, from bits and pieces sewn together. If I
needed a hand or other body part, I’d find it in somewhere in the pages of my growing
collection of 1930s Disney books and products.
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          Looking over my shoulder, my friend,
favorite artist and fellow collector, John
Fawcett, said “Why are you doing that,
Birnkrant? You know you can just draw it” No,
drawing it myself wouldn’t do. Everything had
to be unerringly true, dating from the 1930s.
The toy was put together, rather like a jigsaw
puzzle, every piece, a piece of history,
affectionately assembled.

          The box lid started out with a favorite
image of Mickey from the cover of the 1933
"Pop-up Mickey Mouse" by Blue Ribbon Books
Inc. The Mickey lettering was adapted from this
cover too. I was never quite satisfied with the
design, It really didn’t tell the story. I don’t
remember the time frame, but, somehow, the
actual comp below made in into the 1972
Colorforms Catalogue. There must have been a
tight deadline.
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          Like a terrier puppy tugging on a slipper, I
couldn’t let it go. Dissatisfaction with the cover
gnawed on my mind incessantly. Finally, I
discovered this small image of Mickey on the lid
of an aluminum tea set in the 1935 Kay Kamen
Mickey Mouse Catalogue, and decided he would
make a better cover. Now all I had to do was find
the perfect matching Minnie. I felt like a Disney
Dating service. Eventually, I found her and
tested the new characters together on the rough
paste-up sketch below.
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          Years later, at the fabulous Brimfield Flea Market, I watched in Shock and Awe as a
good friend and fellow collector bought the only known example of this rare aluminum tea
set right out from under me. It was complete and in the box with even the original paper
napkins; the only one that ever turned up, as far as I know. After a decade of trade
negotiations, I finally took it home.

          The original final comp, now badly faded, still hangs in a plexiglass frame above my
desk today.
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          When the finished art was finally done, I brought it to Harry’s house in New Jersey. It
was picked up from there by messenger, and carried across the river to Disney for approval,
while Harry and I waited patiently for its arrival there. And then the horror began! The phone
rang. It was Jack Smith; he hated it! For the next hour I sat there agonizing, while Harry
pleaded for its life. He must have said “Puleeeeeze”, at least two dozen times. Finally I heard
Harry say. “Jack, Colorforms has given Disney thousands of dollars in royalties over the
years, and in all that time. I’ve never asked you for a favor, I’m begging you for one now.

          Jack finally said, “OK.”
grudgingly, but added, When they see
this in California "The Shit Will Hit the
Fan!" Being Mickey's biggest "fan", I
thought that he meant me!

          That wasn’t the end of it. A few
days later, some secretary in the
office, with the latest character model
sheet in hand, called to say “Pluto
looks funny.” And the battle began all
over again. Then, later still, when they
discovered long-billed Donald hiding
in the wings, we had to fight a final
r o u n d …  a n d  u l t i m a t e l y  W o n !
Ironically, they had no problem with
the Big Bad Wolf in drag.
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          Thus the flood gate was opened. More attempts to rediscover vintage Mickey followed, not
just from me but others. A sweat-shirt was produced with that overused image of old Mickey
with his hands behind his back and one foot forward. Overnight it sold 50 thousand pieces.
Disney was stunned and mystified. They couldn’t understand it. Al Konetzni finally decided it
was “Mod Mickey”. And naming it accordingly, "Mod Mickey" a new licensed property was born.

           A year later, I, once again,
had occasion to visit Disney.
There in the reception area, in a
glass showcase all its own, was
my Mickey Mouse Puppetforms,
dramatically illuminated by a
spotlight. Jim Tanaka told me
they all loved it. In fact, he offered
me a job designing a Disney
Calendar for the following year. It
would incorporate all of the old
characters. The thought of that
was overwhelming. There were
not enough body parts in my
1930s Disney morgue to fill twelve
complicated pages. I was afraid I
couldn’t cut it. Besides, it would
have taken me twelve months to
do it. In the end, Jim did the
calendar himself. The results
were somewhat funky, but also
fun and charming. It glowed in the
dark as well.

           And so it was, as 1971 was
ending, my new career, thinking
up variations on Colorforms (and
reintroducing classic Mickey) was
beginning. It would continue for
the next fifteen years.

          The fifteen catalogues that follow tell the tale.
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1972
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          Colorforms began 1972 with a whole new lease on life, and so did I. Although, I
didn’t realize it when I first teamed up with Harry, the company had been going through
hard times. Now, after many years without a catalogue, they had a full-fledged one again.
And the first three items featured in it were “mine”.

          Back then, just about everybody knew what a Colorforms toy was. Today, I’m not so
sure. But forty years ago Colorforms filled an entire aisle in many toy stores. The basic
“Colorforms” set consisted of essentially an 8”x12 ½”x1” empty box, with a laminated
cardboard platform in it, and two black laminated cardboard pallettes with die-cut and silk-
screened vinyl pieces adhering to them by cohesion. Cohesion is what happens when two
extremely smooth and shiny surfaces come in contact. Their molecules actually
intermingle; and that’s "What Makes Colorforms Stick". There was also a fold out booklet
that offered visual play suggestions, as well as instructions that directed the user to: Keep
the pieces clean and they will always “Stick like Magic”

          Alas, the real “Magic” of a Colorforms toy was mostly on the cover. The appetizing
cover art offered a delicious promise of wonders that were simply not inside. But there
was play-value and plenty of it. Even putting the pieces back in their proper places on the
palattes was fun. The toy sold for just a dollar, and was what Harry called the perfect
“Shut Up toy”. When a kid is in the toy store, hollering for a six dollar Barbie, the parent
could shut her up with a Barbie Colorforms Dress-up Set for just a buck.

          That $1.00 was a price that Harry desperately fought to hang onto. He felt that it was
a “magic” figure. At the same time, he refused to sacrifice quality. That basic set was the
essence of the company. There wasn’t a penny of extra cost to spare, and no way to add
to what was in the box without raising the price.

          There was also a larger “Deluxe” version of the basic Colorforms set that had a
bigger box and lots more vinyl “stick-on” pieces. This is where the price was not so
sacred, and I could add more to the contents and the price. And this is where I
concentrated my efforts. How many variations could I cook up to enhance and romance
the contents of that bigger box? The possibilities seemed endless. The forbidden door to
“Stick-Ons”, the Holy Grail of Colorforms, was open wide. And once I got my foot inside,
there was no stopping me. Eventually “my items” took over the category. Until, in the end,
I was earning a royalty on everything in the entire line.

          But this first year my items numbered just three. They constituted a new “mid-
priced” category, and came in a new box size that fell between the big and small.

          The first of these was the “Barbie 3D Fashion Theatre” Bill Basso did the artwork.
The gimmick was an acetate window, upon which vinyl plastic Barbie dolls seemed to
stand out in space against a background one inch behind them. The background was a
double sided sheet of paper, lying on the bottom of the box. It could be flipped to change
the psychedelically inspired scene.
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          The second item, again with artwork by Bill Basso, was Twist-O-Change-O”. Turning
the knob changed the characters facial expressions. This was a kind of dress up set for
boys. What a stupid idea! Of course, it didn’t sell. A dress up set for girls would have been
better! Duh! Different expressions, better still. “Baby Face” where were you then?
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          Then there was "Mickey Mouse Puppetforms". What’s pictured here is my actual
“comp”. The time frame must have been rushed, as it shows the first cover. The second
cover, apparently, hadn’t been done yet. In the years that followed, photographing comps for
the catalogue, instead or finished toys, became a common practice. In going back over the
catalogues, I am amazed how many of the items pictures are actually comps hand drawn by
me. I could whip out a comp quickly and accurately. It would usually serve as the only
source of reference, for whoever did the finished art. On a few rare occasions, as in this one,
the finished art was actually done by me. 57



          Mickey Mouse Puppetforms was actually on TV. I was at the shoot for the
commercial. The kid they hired was good looking, but couldn’t operate the figures. I ended
up attaching long sticks to them and moving them myself, lying on the floor, off camera,
while the kid's hands were posed above the knobs. From that time on it was part of my
non-job to be at every commercial shoot thereafter, provided that the items shot were
“mine".
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         Here in this first New Catalogue there were still a few of
my “old” items, lingering from “before”. The Finger of Fate
was still hanging around. This time pointing to a brighter
future. I don’t know if this sold or not. I never saw one in a
store. But I did notice it the other day on the Internet in an
impressive website dedicated to OuiJa Boards . The website is
intriguingly called The Museum of Talking Boards.

          The “Inch Worm” was in the catalogue as well, a relic and reminder of the days when
my so-called career was just inching along. Now in the real World of playing with the big
boys, like Fisher Price and Play School, it simply couldn’t measure up.
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          The “Flower Xylophone” was also still around. Doesn’t every kid want to play a tune
by bashing the head of a bumble bee against the metal petals of a flower, until the whole
thing tumbles over and disassembles with a clatter? Guess not! Thanks to my new found
Colorforms obsession, it really didn’t matter.
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           Meanwhile, it was becoming clear that I was going to need a business card to get
into Toy Fair etc. So Harry had one printed up for me. He also came up with a title,
something he called “Creative Director”. I had never heard the term before. Is that
something like an Art Director?, I inquired. No it is better, he replied.

          I never did find out what the term means, But over the years I did discover, the hard
way, what it meant to me. Basically, that I got stuck doing anything we found out that I
could, all part of what I did for free to enhance and encourage the sales of “my Items”.
That included designing and decorating the newly acquired Showroom for Toy Fair every
year, and designing the annual catalogue, as well as setting up, lighting and directing
every photo in it.

         All the photographer did was calculate exposure and click the shutter on his giant
8”X10” view camera, for which he charged a fortune. I also wrote all the catalogue copy,
dictating it over the phone to a secretary in New Jersey. That’s how I developed a
propensity for puns and excess adjectives. Only the basic Colorforms sets, standard and
deluxe, did not involve me. My paw prints were on everything, but those. I sometimes
joked that I dare not let them see how good I am at sweeping floors, or I would end up
doing that as well.

         But, for now, I was simply overjoyed to sweep away the cobwebs of a couple
aimless years behind me, and eagerly step forward into 1973.
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           As 1973 drew near, my quest to come up with variations to expand the Colorforms line and
grow my list of Royalty items continued. This next attempt was an ambitious one called, “Pop-
Up” Colorforms. It increased the contents of the box and production costs, as well, to the
bursting point. But I loved what I was doing, and, apparently, so did Harry, for he was making all
this stuff, in spite of the fact that, financially speaking, it may not have made sense. Once again,
out of sheer enthusiasm, I undertook to do the art myself. And, as always, I was insisting that all
the artwork would be based upon original Disney images from the 1930s. This time, the Disney
organization didn’t complain. All the examples shown here, and pictured in the catalogue, are
comps, hand drawn by me.

           This was the first of several variations, and a first attempt at a cover. I’m not altogether
sure why I changed it later. The final cover wasn’t that much better. I really didn’t care for
either, but I did like what popped-up inside.
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          Here is the second cover, and a second interior, this time laminated. The cover art is
pretty rough here. The final art was better. Bill Basso did the plastic pieces.
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          This photo was shot when I was working on the finished art. I really knocked myself out,
trying to get every line just right, and emulate the thick and thins of the delicate penmanship I
admired in the Blue Ribbon Pop-Up books. The final printing was a disappointment. The
engraver boasted that he had taken it on himself to fatten up the lines in order to better trap the
colors. This really cooled my ardour. I never undertook doing final artwork, with the same level
of enthusiasm again. Soon I tired of it completely and found just doing comps more satisfying.

          This is how the toy appeared in the Catalogue. This is a comp as well, a third one. The
actual toy never appeared before a camera. I can't remember if there was a commercial. I
believe there may have been one for Raggedy Ann.
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          By the 1960s, Raggedy Ann had declined in popularity to become the sort of doll that
mostly aunts and grandmothers purchased as gifts for favorite kiddies. But, Harry brought
her back to life again with his Classic Raggedy Ann Colorforms. This simple dollar toy pulled
Raggedy Ann out of department store obscurity and into the toy stores again.

          Something about Raggedy Ann always fascinated me, even when I was a kid, although I
observed her only from afar, as she was clearly for girls only. Nonetheless, I couldn’t wait to
buy the dolls of her and Andy for my own daughters when they were small. Her uniquely
stylized face harkened back to the early Jack-O-Lantern, one of the first stylized images in the
pantheon of Comic Characters. The other characters in her world were fascinating too,
Beloved Belindy, Uncle Clem, The Camel with the Wrinkled Knees, and above all a strange,
four-legged creature called Snoopwiggy.

           Now, I seized the opportunity to do the art for this toy as well. Uncle Clem and Beloved
Belindy, and of course, Raggedy Andy, were invited to the “Raggedy Ann Pop-Up Tea Party”
along with a host of the charming insects that Johnny Gruelle drew so well. I did the art for
the interior and Bill Basso did the stick-on vinyl pieces and the photographic cover.

           Here is the Raggedy Ann Pop-Up Tea Party as it appeared in the catalogue that year.
Again this is a comp, not the final toy. Both the Pop-Ups did sell well.
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          When Sesame Street came on the scene they were courted outrageously by the
entire toy community. Every Toy manufacturer wanted to gobble up a piece of that new
pie. But because they were funded publicly, the folks at “Children’s Television
Workshop” were extremely cautious and uncertain if it would be appropriate to license
the property for “toys” at all. The overriding rule was that everything had to be
“educational”. Colorforms was one of the first lucky few to gain a license. But in 1972 all
they were allowed to do were two boring basic sets, Alphabetzzzzzzzzz, and
Numberzzzzzzzz. By the next year, CTW had loosened their standards, as they
discovered that bastardization in the cause of education i.e. making money in order to
make the TV show better, might be considered both permissible and noble. 69



          Meanwhile, Colorforms and I were wracking our brains to come up with more items to
slap the Sesame Street logo on, arguing that having “fun” could be educational too. I managed
to squeeze out three.

          Back in 1973, CTW was not quite ready to accept the premise that watching a robotic
monster do the Hokey Pokey qualified a kid for a Masters Degree. But they did reluctantly
agree that dressing up cardboard puppets of Bert and Ernie encouraged a child’s thespian
tendencies. Therefore, the Powers that Be were able to give us the “go-ahead” to do the “Ernie
and Bert Puppetforms Theatre”, guilt free.
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           “Turn and Tell” was a magnetic answering toy, in which Big Bird magically pointed out
the answers to a variety of questions a preschool kid would like to know, such as: what objects
certain letters stood for and what the people in their neighborhood were up to. The Mechanism
was based on an old principle invented in the 19th Century. And Colorforms was so eager to
produce anything with the Sesame Street logo on it they invested in the steel molds and plastic
pieces willingly. It actually worked very well. Unfortunately, it didn’t sell.
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           The third item I finagled was the “Sesame Street Shapes and Colors Set”. Yes, it is
the basic Colorforms, the toy that began it all. How could I manage to put my mark on that?
Well, there is a tale to tell, one that ends with a twist that is downright surreal. My addition
was “transparency”. Instead of opaque basic shapes and colors on a black background, it
introduced transparent vinyl in the three process colors on a field of white. Thus, when the
magenta, cyan (turquoise) and yellow pieces overlapped, they formed the secondary
colors, red-orange, purple and green. The transparent colored vinyl was imported from
Germany.

          Now, in an early effort to be Politically Correct and assure racial equality, CTW had
hired a small angry black man, with a chip on his shoulder twice as big as he was, to be the
Race Police. Stan Swartz and I first encountered this unpleasant fellow when we showed
Sesame Street an item an outside inventor had brought in. It was called Alphabet Animals,
and consisted of 26 cardboard animals that slotted together. There was one for each letter
of the alphabet. The product director, Sharon Lerner, a bright young executive, with whom
we developed a great relationship over the years, rather liked the item. So she had us wait
in a small chamber until the above mentioned gentleman appeared. He was sullen,
humorless, and very serious, as he carefully looked the item over, one animal at a time.
Then he decreed: “There aren’t enough BROWN animals here!”

          I’m not kidding; this is absolutely true. The concept of animal inequality had never
occurred to me. Could it be that Father Noah made the brown animals sit in the back of the
ark? Well they would get-even now, as we went over all the animals, one by one. Well, the
dog could become brown, I suggested, and the cat could be brown too. Would reddish
brown do? And the kangaroo could be darker shade of tan. We were eager to please.
Finally, when the polar bear became a grizzly, and every animal that, by any stretch of the
imagination, could be brown was slated to be changed, he left the room, still unhappy that
the pig remained pink and he couldn't think of a brown animal that began with the letter
"Z".

          Our next encounter with this gentleman was even more absurd. As the “Sesame
Street Shapes and Colors Set” was set before him to judge, his verdict was: Red, yellow,
and blue are racist colors. The colors they mix, orange, green, and purple are racist too.
Furthermore, he observed that if a kid is going to make a simple figure, he is likely to use a
circle for the head. Therefore, there must be brown plastic in the set, and all the circles
must be brown. So if a child makes a human being, that human being will have to be
brown. Well that’s not biased, is it? Seems fair to me! Colorforms, desperate to get any
product out there with the Sesame Street name on it, was quick to agree.

          There was one problem though; it turned out that the transparent vinyl that came
from Germany didn’t come in brown. Therefore, after much negotiating, the Race
Policeman reluctantly agreed that GRAY would do. Black would be all right too. So here it
is, below, folks, the Sesame Street Shapes and Colors Set. If you look carefully, you’ll
notice that all the circles, and therefore, all the faces, are either black or gray. You can’t
make this stuff up!
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           “Mickey Mouse Puppetforms” reappeared in the new catalogue as well. I made sure
the photograph was shot again. This time with the real toy, not a comp, and shown with the
final cover. Mickey Mouse Puppetforms continued in the line for many years. On the page
facing it was another new offering, one of my favorites, “Tricky Mickey”.
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          Rummaging through the quaint and curious
shops of Paris in 1958, I came across this trifling
treasure. It was a tiny bit of genuine Magic,
inconspicuous, but clever. All but the sharpest eye
might have passed it by. It held the seed of an
exceedingly bright idea. That seed lay dormant for
over a decade. Now, fifteen years later, it
blossomed. And “Tricky Mickey Magic Colorforms”
was born.

          The "Magic" lay in the red and green colored
windows. The green is faded here. White ink on red
vinyl, when seen through the red acetate window
becomes invisible. But seen through a green
acetate window, the red areas appear to be black
while the white appears as green. Once again, I
insisted on doing the art myself. I also worked out
the tricks and Bill Basso translated them into stick-
on plastic pieces.

          At last, I got to use the jumping Mickey image from the Blue Ribbon pop-up book. And
having gained more confidence I dared to follow John Fawcett’s advice and draw some stuff
myself. So Mickey got a magician's top hat and tuxedo. Graphically speaking, of all the Mickey
toys I did, this one was perhaps the most successful. There was a really great TV commercial.
And the toy sold well for many years.
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                                                                         THE LAW SUIT

          Yes, “Tricky Mickey” got sued! A small doll company in New Jersey, that had seen better
days, sued Colorforms. The company was called “Uneeda”, which I think stood for “Uneeda
our dolls, like Uneeda hole in the head”. They had manufactured a doll called “Triki Miki” that,
at the time, was already discontinued. Nonetheless, they claimed that Colorforms has stolen
their name. They also maintained that a child coming into a toy store to buy a “Triki Miki” doll
might be confused and misled into purchasing a Tricky Mickey Colorforms Set instead.

          Meanwhile, we asserted that the “MICKEY” in our name, was, not only, spelled
differently, but, combined with the Disney graphics, clearly pertained to “Mickey Mouse”.
Uneeda countered that Disney always used the full name “Mickey Mouse” and never just plain
“Mickey”. Unfortunately for Colorforms, they were essentially correct. Unfortunately for
Uneeda, Colorforms had me, “Mr. Mickey”. I knew that in the earliest days of Disney, some
manufacturers didn’t get the legalities quite right, and a few rare products inadvertently
appeared with labels that read just “Mickey”. Alas, I didn’t have any in my collection at the
time, but I knew the whereabouts of a pair of dolls that could be procured for a certain sum of
money. Harry was easily convinced that acquiring them would be worthwhile.

                                                                       THE EVIDENCE

           And so we gathered the evidence. And this is what it was:

1.The Catalogue and photos from the “Bambergers Show”.
2. A gum card that just read, “MICKEY”.
3.Two Mickey Mouse dolls with decals that said “MICKEY”
4. My original first sketch for “TRICKY MICKEY”
5.ME.

                                                                         THE TRIAL

          Uneeda’s lawyer delivered his spiel. Bottom line: Even though Triki Miki was no longer
for sale, she might return someday. Meanwhile, they wanted money, Now! Our toy had stolen
her good name. He conjured up a heart-breaking scenario in which a poor little girl would want
a Triki Miki doll and her parents would get her a Tricky Mickey Colorforms instead. Worse still,
she wouldn’t know the difference, and Uneeda would have lost a sale.
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          Then it was our lawyers turn: He pointed out that the names were spelled differently
etc., and then he called me to the stand. This wasn’t a jury trial. It was held before a judge. I
was bombarded with questions. I can’t remember from which side. But I do remember that it
had to be established that I was a “Mickey expert”. The judge studied my photos and the
Bamberger’s catalogue and decreed I could continue.

          I did the number with the name "MICKEY". I showed him the MICKEY gum card and my two
new dolls, "Exhibit 3". Oops! Did I say they were MINE? Then the opposition asked if I had ever
made a doll, myself. Caught off guard I said, “Yes, 7 of them. They were called the Outer Space
Men”. It worked. I was deemed to be a doll expert too.
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           Then I showed my original sketches for Tricky Mickey and swore that I had never heard of
the Triki Miki doll at the time I did it, which was true.  Evidence tags are still taped to them.
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          Then came the "Perry Mason Moment". The other side put forth
the absurd premise that because there was a “doll” pictured on one of
the plastic pieces a child could confuse the Colorforms set with the
Uneeda doll. I held the tiny piece aloft, and trying not to laugh said “In
my opinion, Your Honor, any child who could confuse this printed
picture on a small flat piece of plastic with a real doll, wouldn't need a
Uneeda doll: They'd need Psychiatric Care". The judge said, “Case
dismissed!”

          The evidence went home with me, including the two MICKEY dolls,“Exhibit 3”

          Ironically. the ability to see a small piece of plastic as a substitute for the “real thing” is
the very premise on which Colorforms is based... So that was 1973!

          The toy pictured below has nothing to do with me. But it has a little secret too delicious
not to share. David Cassidy was the hottest idol of the day, among the pre-teen set, anyway.
Colorforms was thrilled to get the license. Bill Basso did the toy. Of course, David was not
about to strip down to his underwear for a lousy toy. So Colorforms had to find a body double.
David’s head would be dubbed in later. They hired a suitable young boy. OY!

          The final photographs were a disaster. No one had anticipated the inappropriateness of
male body hair. Photoshop hadn’t been invented, yet, to shave his legs digitally, and airbrushing
would have been more expensive than taking the shot over again. So Bill looked for another
model willing to use Nair.

          When that search proved unsuccessful he came up with a solution that has remained a
secret till this day. He posed the shot with a young girl instead. A multitude of little girls, and
David too, never knew they were dressing and undressing a prepubescent young lady with
David Cassidy’s head.
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           Most of what you will see here was cooked up during the year before, ready to
make its first appearance at Toy Fair 1974. Throughout that year, my relentless quest to
expand the Colorforms line with items that could be considered “mine” continued. It
was also the year that Mike Strouth appeared. He traveled beside me as my friend and
partner for the next 13 years. And when my time at Colorforms was over, Mike stepped
in to fill my shoes.

           After a year of finagling, Stan Schwartz had acquired for Colorforms, the hottest
current property, Snoopy. This was an impressive coup. It was an expensive one too.
Schulz had made the mistake, when he was just beginning, of giving Determined
Productions the rights to everything, although, all they made was coloring books at the
time. Thus anyone who licensed Peanuts from that time forward had to pay a double
royalty. 5% to Schulz and 5% to Connie Boucher.

           The situation was further complicated, or simplified, depending on how you
looked at it, by the fact that Charles Schulz had a favorite artist, Nick LoBianco. Nick
was the only one that Schulz would allow to draw his characters, or emulate his
characteristic line. Let's face it, the characters themselves were easy, they only
assumed half a dozen different poses. The thought often occurred to me that rather
than laboriously drawing his strip each day Schulz could have used a set of rubber
stamps instead. Well that’s sort of what I did, picked up the basic poses and did the
sets myself.

          Then Nick was hired, as required, to trace over my drawings with his Schulz
approved brush and ink line. Nick was a really good artist, and a nice guy. He did most
of the Peanuts products on the market, and did the basic Colorforms sets himself as
well. But on “my items”, why bother? He just traced my comps instead. Then his black
and white line work came back to me to color, which meant I just specified the
numerical color values on my comp, and the engraver stripped them in.

          The first of four Snoopy items I managed to squeeze into the line that year was
“Happy Birthday Snoopy”, a variation on the Raggedy Ann Pop-Up Tea Party.
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          The second was “Tell us a Riddle Snoopy”, based on Sesame Street Turn and Tell and
using the same magnetic mechanism. Nick created all the Peanuts riddles, and they were really
funny.
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          Tricky Mickey, which was still in the line, was joined by “Snoopy The Great and His
Amazing Magic Colorforms”. It featured a repertoire of all new tricks, even trickier than Mickey’s.
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           Mickey Mouse Puppetforms was doing well, so we introduced another like it, Popeye
Puppetforms. It was a noble effort. My good friend happened to be Kenny Kneitel, and Kenny
happened to be the grandson of Max Fleisher. He was the son of Max’s daughter and his head
animator, Seymour Kneitel, who directed “Gulliver’s Travels” and “Mr. Bug Goes to Town”.
Kenny originally had a fabulous shop in Manhattan called Fandango. When the ”Camp” craze
ended, he shut it down. Then, after working with Peter Max for a while, he found himself
assisting the amazing master of the air-brush, Charlie White III. Charlie’s art was fantastic, as
you can clearly see from this early masterpiece, the Screaming Yellow Zonkers poster.

          The longer Kenny worked for Charlie the more he did. Eventually, he found himself
sketching out all of the initial concepts, and Charlie merely air-brushed them in. Their studio
happened to be on Lexington Avenue, right across the street from where mine used to be. What
better combination to do Popeye Puppetforms than the grandson of the man who created the
Paramount Popeye Cartoons and the great Charles White III? I don’t know why it turned out to
be one of the worst selling Colorforms toys of all time. Maybe it was because they captured the
look and feel of vintage Popeye so completely it looked like it had been sitting on the shelves of
some old store for years, even though it was brand new
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           The initial minimum order for the printed graphics for every Colorforms was always 50
thousand pieces. Boxes were then wrapped, and plastic pieces were silk-screened and die-
cut to fill orders. It was rare for the first printing of 50k pieces not to be used up eventually.
More commonly, there would be several repeat printings. Popeye Puppetforms set a new
record. Only 4 thousand pieces were sold. That was an all-time low.

           One day, some 10 years later, Harry and I were sort of reminiscing about all the
artwork that had been generated for Colorforms over the years. I said I’d like to have at least
one, apart from those I did myself, all of which belonged to me, although some including the
OSM, did get away. Harry surprised me when, in a moment of generosity, he said, “Why don’t
you choose one, and you can have it?” Do you really mean it? “Yes”, he said, “I’m curious
which you would choose”. I answered instantly: “Popeye Puppetforms!”. Harry looked at me
in amazement, stunned at the brilliance of my choice, and said “You Bastard!” I knew him
well, in that instant, he wanted it himself. Nonetheless, always true to his word, he gave it to
me. The cover now hangs in a dark corner of my studio, where, hopefully, it will not fade.

           “What Next Snoopy?”… What Next Mel? I managed to crack open another Peanuts
shell. This one brought back “Turn n’ Tell”. Another brush-work job for Nick LoBianco,
another royalty point for me. And the year was just half over. Bill Basso was about to create a
Classic, and Mike Strouth was yet to appear.
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          While leaping forward to extremes, puppets, pop-ups, transformations, I’d missed a
modest basic concept, not spectacular but an open door to quiet play. I turned around and
grabbed it, the double platform with doors on the upper one that open to the one below. And Bill
Basso’s charming artwork turned it into a Colorforms Classic, “The Raggedy Ann Doll House”
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          OK, Get ready! Here we go! A whole new category, all original, all mine! One of the most
important lessons Stan Schwartz taught us was logical and simple, but, for years, it never
occurred to Harry and me. No one was looking to Colorforms for a bicycle, or a squirt gun, or
Outer Space Men (an item so cool it overcame the rule). In most toy stores Colorforms sets were
positioned in the activity aisle. Where the Colorforms sets ended is where activity sets began. If
we wished to expand the Colorforms brand we needed to make something that could sit next to
them in the same aisle. Thus, “Busy Fingers Activity Toys" by Colorforms were born.
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          I’m kinda kidding around about the royalty, It takes a lot of times one penny on the dollar to
make a living. It was more like playing a game and keeping score, just for the fun of it. My
motives were only secondarily mercenary, more importantly, I was getting a chance to offer some
of the early characters and imagery that I loved and collected to the children of the World again.
And in the case of the Busy Fingers (Harry’s name) Activities, I was sneaking them in
outrageously.

           This also is the time that Mike Strouth entered the scene. He carried this entire series to
completion from out there in Kansas City. Actually, I believe Bill basso did the interiors of the
Raggedy Ann sets, but Mike did the finished art for all the rest, as well as the package photos and
the mechanicals for the entire line. Each Package had a border design that carried out the theme.
In the order they appeared in this, a separate brochure, inserted in the 1974 Catalogue, here they
are.
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          "Sew-ons" were essentially sewing cards and dress-up dolls combined. Once again, Bill
outdid himself with a Raggedy Ann more delicious that most of those that Johnny Gruelle,
himself, drew. Popeye was just OK. I don’t know where I swiped him from, err, I mean I can't
recall what ancient artifact inspired this re-creation. But Mickey and Minnie were shamelessly
adopted from the beautiful Saafield, Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse Paper Dolls, circa1933

          In the world of Mickey Mouse collectibles, few objects are more desirable than the
fabulous, 1934 “Mickey Mouse Waddle Book” by Blue Ribbon Books. Hidden between the
beautifully illustrated pages, were fragile cardboard figures of Mickey and his friends. When
punched out and assembled, they waddled down an inclined ramp, then fell apart and soon
got lost. The Waddle Book is rarely found today, complete with the original “Waddles”.
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           This treasure was the inspiration for the “Peg Pals”, translating the Waddle Book images
into punch out pose-able figures. In this prototype the joints are made from rubber hoses. They
were specially molded “pegs” in the final toy. Mickey, Minnie and Pluto were right out of the
book. I added Horace, Clarabelle and Goofy. These prototypes were sent to Mike in Kansas City,
and he did the rest
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           Here is the original Waddle Book alongside my intentionally derivative sketch for the
Mickey Mouse Peg Pals box. If you “mouse over” it you’ll see Mike’s original art. The mouse
portion of which was then “dropped into” the original bright colored photo, not the dull print
used here, only for position. Mike handled the entire process, type, mechanicals, everything,
based only on the material you see here. He was a treasure. Working with him was a pleasure.
Colorforms had struck GOLD!
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          By the way, the beautiful child, above, on the
cover of the Raggedy Ann Peg Pals was Mike’s
own daughter Gretchen. Bill Basso did the figures
for the Raggedy Ann set. Mike did the rest.
The characters in the "Popeye Peg Pals" were
based on a paper toy called “Hingees”. It was sold
in the comic book department of drugstores for a
dime in 1945.
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          The next Activity: "Color n’ Play", combined the fun of coloring with stand-up figures that a
child could play with after the coloring was done. Up till then, most coloring activities had always
used generic crayons of low quality. Harry and I both insisted that Colorforms had to use the best:
genuine “Crayola" crayons. In 1974 Binny and Smith, the Crayola company, was, as Harry might
have put it, “asleep at the wheel”. They had never succeeded in producing a series of activities
under their brand name, or making use of their own unique look. When Colorforms did Color n’
Play they woke a sleeping giant, who let out a resounding scream! But, for now, the entire package
of Colorform’s Color n’ Play took on the look of a big box of "Crayola" Crayons.
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          A sad footnote: My grandson and I opened a brand-new box of Crayola Crayons the
other day. The box itself, as well as the crayons inside, still looks the same. But, alas, I was
appalled to discover that the crayons are CRAP! They’re nothing more than tinted wax. The
pigment content is so low, across the entire spectrum, that red is pink, and even black is gray.
Like so much in the World today, the quality we used to know, has faded away.
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The MICKEY MOUSE SEED SHOP
          1974 proved to be a busy year For Colorforms, Mike Strouth, and me. Colorforms already had
more than they could handle on their plate. Then along came this IDEA; and Harry, who was always
chomping at the bit to do something totally new, thought it was great! It was also the project that
sealed Mike’s Fate. Once I got the ball rolling, Mike picked it up and, literally, did it all. He also
picked up stakes mid-way; beginning the project in Kansas City, he finished it in New York State.

          For kids, who grew up during WWII, and even
in the years that followed, Victory gardens were a
big deal. Seeds were peddled in science class at
school. We chose them from a Catalogue for only a
few cents a variety. And then, the wait began. After
what seemed like an eternity, they finally arrived in
plain brown envelopes. I was so disappointed! I’d
expected beautiful seed packets, like those I had
admired in the stores. As if this wasn’t bad enough,
the whole process of planting and waiting also
proved to be painfully slow. And in the end, only the
radishes seemed to grow. "The Mickey Mouse Seed
Shop" was my attempt to remedy that situation for
future generations. Although, it turned out to be a
Giant Project, it began with the few drawings below.
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          Each package of seeds came with a waterproof plastic row marker that carried through
the Disney theme. So after the seeds were planted a Disney Character remained to mark the
place. While waiting for the seeds to grow, at least, a kid could look at it. And even if nothing
eventually appeared, by then, he probably didn’t give a darn. There was a kind of Disney pay-
off in the row marker itself.

          In these early sketches, I visualized the possibility that Mickey Mouse Seeds would
essentially be vegetables, while Minnie Mouse seeds would be mostly flowers.
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          Driving through the country, when I was a kid, I would occasionally see roadside vendors
shepherding flocks of wooden cut-outs intended to decorate the garden. These never failed to
fascinate me. Certain themes dominated the displays, Dutch boys and girls were popular, as
were little girls in bonnets with umbrellas or watering cans. They were a kind of wartime
cottage industry. And, here and there among them, there were always comic characters. Of
course, I wanted them all desperately. I was a would-be collector, even then. Now the Mickey
Mouse Seed Shop would be my chance to make up for the sad fact that I never got any.

          Yes, a whole Mickey Mouse Garden Center; I can dream, can’t I? My plans were
grandiose. This would be stocked with everything one needs for gardening, all with a Disney
theme.
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           Below is one many attempts at a header for the seed display. I rejected it and several
others in favor of the one farther below. This project was another manifestation of my
Mickey Mouse enthusiasm. And, for one of the last times, I decided to do some of the final
art. Therefore, I did the display header, my favorite part, myself. Mike, aided by a stack of
Disney model sheets, did the rest.
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           Here is the comp for the final header. This photograph was shot on my desk the day that
it was done. I was pleased with it. In fact, protected by a Plexiglas case, it hangs high up on my
studio wall today, one of the few things that I have done over the years that are still on display.
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          The Mickey Mouse Seed shop did not sell well. The plastic markers were deceptively
expensive, so these had to sell for more than ordinary seeds. That, combined with a credibility
gap, made them hard to sell. When you plan to plant a garden, who would you believe, Mickey
Mouse or Burpee seeds? Well I, for one, would choose Mickey seeds, wouldn’t you? Provided a
live Mickey Mouse is what they grew.

          One of these seed displays was recently sold in a Hake’s Americana and Collectibles
Auction.  These final photos are from the on-line catalogue. The lot included this window poster
too.
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            My sleeve was not yet empty, in the year leading up to Toy Fair 1975. There were still a few
tricks up there to expand the Colorforms line. This year's big addition was the “Stand-Up Play
Set”. “Snoopy’s Beagle Scouts” was the theme. A two-sided central panel stood up to create two
different play environments, one on either side, connected by a door, in this case, the forest and
the beach. The sides of the dock folded down to hold the divider upright and lock it in place. Six
Stand-up figures of the Peanuts gang could be dressed up in Colorforms vinyl pieces and moved
around the board. There was lots of stick-on camping equipment too. Here is the comp, just off
the drawing board, and photographed on my front porch in 1974.
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          The Comp was then sent to Nick LoBianco to trace the characters in ink. Then it came
back to me to color. I simply wrote the number values in on my original colored sketch of the
front cover. You can see the pencil markings here. I loved doing this. It is the way that comic
books and the Sunday Funnies were traditionally colored.
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          Looking back over the year, it seems less productive than the one before it. I wonder what
took up my time. There was a false start or two, one of which was this Winnie the Pooh Tea
Party. Colorforms sort of pooped out on it after a few buyers pooh-poohed it. I guess a tea party
for boys wasn’t such a great idea. But Pooh was brand new for Disney then, and Christopher
Robin was alive and well. They look like they're examining fleas they picked off Winnie!.

          My fascination with Raggedy Ann continued. This heavily patched little ink drawing led to
“The Raggedy Ann Colorforms Puppet Show”. Harry agreed to do it, even though Puppetforms
sales were slowing down. Again I seized the opportunity to inject some of Johnny Gruelle’s early
characters that few people know about today. I, more or less, got carried away.
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          The next stage was working out the colors, prior to a final comp. Thanks to a newly
acquired copying machine, I could take several stabs at coloring it, without having to trace it
out each time.
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          The final comp is shown below, as photographed for the catalogue. The plastic pieces
were faked out with pieces borrowed from the Mickey Mouse and Bert and Ernie
Puppetforms.
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          Last of all, here is the actual toy as it finally appeared with Mike Strouth’s finished art
applied. Although, this only scratches the surface of Mike’s abilities, it illustrates how well we
worked together. He had a flawless knack for retaining all the strong parts of whatever he
was handed, and strengthening the weak, a rare combination of intuitive selection and
unerring perfection. 116



          Meanwhile, The Busy Fingers Activity line continued. It was a Raggedy Ann Year. This
comp for a display header set the tone. Sewing had been added to the agenda. I was also
doing all I could to turn the Colorform’s logo into a sort of Comic Character, an advertising
icon along the lines of Mr. Peanut.
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          “Peg Pals” did not sell well enough encourage Colorforms to proceed with this group of
early Sesame Street characters I mocked-up the year before. “Sew-Ons” and “Color n’ Play”
made it to 1975, but Peg Pals did not survive.
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          “Lace & Dress Dancing Dolls” were added to the line. Bill Basso, was as busy as ever
working mostly on the Classic Colorforms line. But he briefly set that work aside to create the
contents of “Lace & Dress Dancing Raggedy Ann”. Mike did the entire Barbie set and the
packaging for Raggedy Ann as well. Once again, that is his daughter, Gretchen on the cover,
now a year older, and growing up in New York State.
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          Of all the activities, the Raggedy Ann Surprise Package was my favorite. I included all
my best tricks and favorite characters. Dancing Dolls, a Magic Picture, whose eyes followed
you around the room, a Jig Saw Puzzle, based on a1930’ original, Play Jewelry, a Finger
Puppet Show, Magic Spinners, which were an early optical toy, a Dress-up Doll, and Tic-Tac-
Toe; 8 Great Activities, in all.
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          Last and least, was “Sew and Love”. It was a bit of a stretch. It came with thread, but not
a needle, due to child safety laws, and no stuffing. The instructions read “Stuff them with
anything you want”. So eager was I to expand the line, I drew the dolls myself.
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          1976 was the Bicentennial Year. Harry Kislevitz was proud to be an American, and
prouder still to be able to say that Colorforms were Made in the USA. Even 30 years ago, few
American toy manufacturers could make that claim. Therefore, Colorforms celebrated the
Bicentennial in a big way. The Catalogue that year was an Americana Extravaganza. The cover
was a spectacular three page affair, and is still my all time favorite.
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          When the catalogue was opened, the FIREWORKS began. The Table of contents tells
the tale. It was a banner year for me as well. All eight of the lead items in the line were mine.
The last eight items, the activity line, were also mine. In between was no-Mel’s-land, the
Standard and Deluxe Colorforms sets. One day, I’d break through that barrier as well.
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          When the next page was turned, a Masterpiece came into view, “The Holly Hobbie
General Store”. In my opinion, it was the best Colorforms that Bill Basso had ever done. It
made Snoopy’s Beagle Camp on the adjacent page look bad. Some good friends of mine
actually owned a general store. And this was an authentic recreation of it, drawn by me from
photographs, and then translated by Bill into something better still.
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          Snoopy, Lucy, and Charlie Brown celebrated the Bicentennial, too, in a patriotic
Puppetforms set, called, “Snoopy You’re a Star”. In this star spangled Colorforms Theatre
the Peanuts gang had Bicentenial fun. Snoopy could dress up like Uncle Sam, Lucy could
be Lady Liberty, and Charlie Brown, George Washington.
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          This was a Creative year for Bill Basso. If the ”Holly Hobby General Store” was a Home
Run, the toy he followed it up with, “The Castle Dracula Fun House” was a GRAND SLAM! This
set was Bill at his unbridled best! In this spectacularly spooky Fun House, his monstrous
imagination and unchained sense of humor ran wild. From the secret dungeon to the mad
laboratory, there were hilariously scary surprises behind every moving door. Castle Dracula is
one of the Best Loved Colorforms toys of all time
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                                                                    TRU-DIMENSION

          Sometime in 1975 I began working on a new idea, later to be named “Tru-Dimension”,
which was a hired consultant's name, not mine. For lack of a better title I called it “Space Art”
at the time. This one was a real invention, the 5% royalty kind, a sort of 3D paint by numbers
set and do-it-yourself animation cells combined.

          Until the Bamberger’s show in 1973, my collection had been stored in boxes, out of
sight. In spite of that, in my fervor for Comic Characters, I had managed to expand and nearly
duplicate it, even while it was packed away. Now, reluctant to pack it up again, I found myself
surrounded by it, haphazardly housed in an odd collection of spool cases, make-shift
medicine chests and florist’s cabinets, all strewn around the big unfinished room, in which I
worked.

          In my spare time, I did carpentry, trying to tame the biggest white elephant in captivity.
And I was in the process of building a second story, single handedly, which I hoped would
eventually become a studio. Meanwhile, I was working, as usual, for a miniscule royalty,
while someone else would be hired to do the finished art on my designs at the going rate. I
was creating more jobs than the “stimulus package”, for everyone but me. I would
repeatedly say to Harry, "Won’t you please allow me to do some free-lance artwork too, so I
can make some money to hire a real carpenter?" He would always answer, “Come on, Mel,
you know you like it. Carpentry is good exercise for you.”
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          One morning I arrived at Colorforms, which was then located in Norwood New Jersey,
with my original make-shift model of “Space Art” under my arm. Superman was the theme. I
set it down in the lobby and headed for the lavatory. It had been a long drive from my house
to Norwood NJ. The lobby had a receptionist desk and a highly polished floor. A huge
ceramic urn, with a small tree in it, stood just outside the bathroom door.

          Suddenly, my feet flew out from under me. And in a few seconds that seemed like an
eternity, I found myself slowly floating to the floor. As I passed the rim of the ceramic urn, it
played a little melody on the xylophone keys that used to be my ribs. Embarrassment soon
turned to fear, as I realized, flat on my back and hurting, that one side of my chest wasn’t
moving. I was just one lung away from being dead.

          An ambulance carted me off to a hospital in New Jersey, where I spent several weeks
in bed. It turned out that I had a collapsed lung and six broken ribs. One thing that amazed
me was the fact that it wasn't until 5 days later that I actually managed to consummate that
wee wee, I had been running to the bathroom for, in such a hurry, 5 days before.

          Now came one of those turning points in life when one has to choose which fork to
take. I mean in the road of life not at the dinner table. I might have sued Colorforms, (their
custodial company had put the wrong wax on the floor), which, according to their
comptroller, would have caused their insurance premiums to soar. Or I could carry on as
before, which, all things considered, is what I chose to do, but not without making a deal.

          Harry called me in the hospital to tell me that he loved “Space Art” and I had definitely
made a sale. Well, he sure as Hell better have liked it. If he didn't, I might have had to sue. I
think that was his sentiment too. I wondered if I should break a bone as part of every
presentation. Anyway. I spent the next two months at home in bed. There is no treatment for
broken ribs, other than pain and painkillers, and rest, and pain.
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          Space Art development continued, daily, over the phone. And in the course of the
conversations, I said to Harry, “There goes my Carpentry career. I can climb no ladders now.
How about hiring me to do the finished art on Space Art?” He readily agreed.
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          Believe it or not, in 1974, in the lingering boredom of Man’s conquest of the Moon,
one time too many, “SPACE” was still a dirty word. And, even though, the title, "Space
Art" was referring to the fact that the images appeared to exist in 3 Dimensional space, I
would be the first to admit, there was a problem with the name. So Harry hired a fancy
Consulting Company, who after market tests and focus groups came up with “Tru-
Dimension”. Although, it was not a “dirty” word, the name was technical and lame.

          At Toy Fair 1976, an enormous Tru-Dimension Superman met visitors and they came
through the Colorforms showroom's heavy glass front doors. I painted it on five 4’X8’ foot
sheets of Plexiglas suspended from the ceiling. It was pretty stunning, if I do say so
myself.

          I can't remember if Tru-Dimension sold well or not, and if so, for how long.
Nonetheless, that giant Superman display dominated the Colorforms showroom for many
years thereafter. Finally, Harry had it shipped out to his new home in California. There is a
certain irony to the name game we had played. For thanks to Star Wars, once again
anything connected with “SPACE” was hot. If we had named the product “Space Art”,
instead of Tru-Dimension, it would have sold a lot.

          By the way, there was a happy ending. I did meet the World’s most amazing
carpenter. Bill Maxwell is his name. After I watched him work for just one hour
accomplishing more than I would have in an entire day, I proclaimed, “I’ll never do
carpentry myself again!” When that first day was over Bill asked me how long I would
need him. I replied “Consider this your Career!” And so it was for the next 20 years.
Looking in any direction, from anyplace in this big house, Bill built everything your eyes
can see: walls, floors, ceilings, showcases, and cabinetry. In the end, when all is said and
done, that injurious accident at Colorforms, turned out to be a lucky break for me.
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          Why an over-sized dollar bill appeared to be appropriate for the catalogue cover in 1977,
escapes my memory today. But it must have seemed like a good idea at the time. Maybe because
Colorforms was making money, or just because a dollar bill was fun to draw. The president’s
signature was Harry’s, and the treasurer’s was that of Colorform’s comptroller, Henry Friedman.
Even the little colored hairs embedded in the paper were there. The cover folded out to reveal the
entire dollar.

          This year's New Line (all mine) was an attempt to create a series of basic Pre-School
Colorforms    Play Sets for younger children, sort of inspired by Fisher Price’s Little People line.
Did I say “sort of”? Maybe “shamelessly” inspired by, would better apply. The sets featured
“Bigger Pieces for Little fingers”. The characters also had a Colorforms logo look about them. I
did the comps, as usual, and Mike Strouth finished them. Years later, when I was no longer with
Colorforms, he would continue to grow this line.
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          The Pre-School Play Sets also introduced another play variation that entered the
Colorforms repertoire here, the Fold-Out panel for Inside-Outside play. It stuck around to be
used again in many more Colorforms toys to follow. Would I ever run out of royalty expanding
variations? At this point, there was no end in sight.
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          Here’s yet another: “The Count’s Colorforms Castle”. It featured an “innovative”
counting device. When a child inserted his finger in the mouth of the pussy face above the
fireplace and turned the dial, a series of objects would appear in the counting room window.
Then with a touch of the Secret Lever, actually the dragon’s tail, the correct number would
appear in the Magic Picture.
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          The artwork for this set, and several other Sesame Street Colorforms toys, was done by
Mike Smollen. Of all the talented illustrators, who ever tried their hand at creating art for
Sesame Street, he was the Best, in my opinion. He was one of my favorite people as well.
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          Last, but not least, was this total rip-off, of the Fisher Price Sesame Street Play Set. Why
Fisher Price didn’t sue us, remains a mystery! Mike Strouth did the finished art. The “original”
comp was done by… Hummm….. I can’t remember.
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          OK , Here’s a concept I CAN be proud of. “The Holly Hobbie Magic-Glow Doll House”. Like
“Tricky Mickey magic Colorforms”, before it, it owes its inspiration to optical toys I became
familiar with in Europe, and rediscovered as “Boutique Fantastique”. I can find no better words
to describe it than these I wrote in 1977:

          A Bright New Idea from Colorforms! A beautiful Stand-up Doll House by day becomes a
world of enchantment by night. When placed before a lamp or other light source, Stars twinkle in
the sky, the full Moon shines magically through the bedroom window, tiny Gaslights seem to
glow, and in the hearth a cheery Fire blazes - Kindling fond memories of an Old Fashioned
Childhood! With Holly, Heather and a house full of charming Colorforms furniture.
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          “Holly Hobbie and Heather Pop-Up Picnic” My God! I loved working with Bill Basso. If
you study his charming artwork on the finished toy below, and compare it to my comp, you
will see why. I based the comp on art by Holly Hobbie herself. But Bill, as always, did it HIS
way and made us both, Holly and me, look bad.
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          Did you think I was running out of Ideas? Not Yet! Behold the awesome “King Kong
Panorama Play Set”. Eighth Wonder of the World. I wasn’t monkeying around! This Kong
Size Colorforms had more play area and more plastic than ever before. The massive gate on
Scull Island opened wide to reveal a Spectacular 32” Jungle Panorama inside. (Dinosaurs
not included).
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          The other side featured the New York Skyline as seen from the top of the World Trade
Center. This set is a sad collectible, indeed. King Kong where were you when we needed you?
The artwork was by Bill Basso.
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          Two years later the “Raggedy Ann Surprise Package” was still in the line. But this time the
Package had been redesigned. Gone were the pink candy stripes, and the name was changed
to, “8 Great Activities”. In fact, the entire activity line had been redesigned, They were no longer
called “Busy Fingers”. The Packages were less busy too.
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          “Color n’ Play” had undergone the most radical transformation. Because the crayons
smeared and rubbed off so easily the name was changed to “Color and Re-color. Thus, its
biggest fault became a feature. Talk about making lemonade! But there were also other factors
at play. Crayola woke up to the fact that Colorforms had produced a product and a package
that Crayola should have done themselves. They sent us a legal notice, warning that if we
didn’t stop using diagonal Crayola-like lines on our product, they’d take our crayons away.
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          Here’s my comp for Holly Hobbie, intended to be "Color n’ Play". It was produced as
"Color and Re-color" too.
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          The name “Sew Ons” survived the change. The new packages looked like the others,
boring and all the same. I find it hard to believe I willingly took part in this mass
transformation, but I actually remember creating these somewhat messy mock-ups shown
here in the catalogue
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          The 1977 Catalogue ended with a whimper, old fashioned “Sewing Cards”: Holly Hobbie
and Mother Goose. The Holly Hobbie set uses actual artwork borrowed from Holly. Mike Strouth
did the “Mother Goose Sewing Cards” himself.
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          1978 was the year I descended into Mickey Madness, and the last time I would ever
attempt finished art again. It was also the year of a big breakthrough into the hitherto forbidden
realm of the basic Colorforms set. And, last of all, the Outer Space Men set foot on Planet Earth
again, accompanied by the elusive Men of Series II. They left behind a marker in the form of a
Colorforms Adventure Set that would, one day, guide a future generation of Earthlings to
discover them again.

          In case you haven’t figured it out by now, my true passion in life was (and is) collecting.
That to me was BLISS. Working at home for Colorforms meant there was never an antique
show, auction or flea market anywhere on the East Coast that I had to miss. As long as I met
my obligations, my time was all my own. I often described what I did to earn a living as being
akin to cutting grass, which is a task I’d prefer to avoid, if possible. But once I got into it, I got
into it, and made it as interesting as I could. Nibbling first around the edges, I'd start a giant
rectangular spiral. Then I'd gently round-off the corners to transform that rectangle into an ever
shrinking circle, until, Voila! Right in the middle, the final stroke! A job well done. It was even
sort of fun. But nonetheless, I was glad when it was over. Then, when the mowing was
completed, I’d throw myself, body and soul, into collecting, while beneath my feet, and all
around me, the grass continued growing. Soon it would call me back to work again.
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          The “Mickey Mouse Magic Glow Fun House”, (whatta mouthful!), was my attempt to mix
both work and play. Trying to make the best Mickey Mouse toy that I could, I found myself
awash in a sea of 1930’s imagery, and soon discovered I was in over my head. As I disappeared
beneath the surface, I knew that it was my destiny to either sink or swim. When I resurfaced 6
weeks later, everyone at Colorforms was fed up with me. From Stan Schwartz to Harry Kislevitz,
they all proclaimed “Never Again!”

          Here is the original comp for the stand-up panel. Even though it has faded over the years
and the marker colors have bled outrageously, it still Glows as effectively as it did 30 years ago.
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          On the top floor, I recreated a fantasy that had burned itself into my memory from my
childhood in the once fabled, now fallen, city of Detroit. Once a year, the Sonja Henie Ice
Show came to town. The highlight of the evening was that magic moment when the lights in
the arena went down. And there in the pitch darkness, silhouetted against the fiery orange
glow of the setting sun, Sonja, wearing only a hula skirt and a well positioned lei, performed
her signature hula-hula dance on ice to the heart pounding strains of the “Hawaiian War
Chant” while standing, with blades flashing, on her silver tippy toes.

          The floor below was a spooky place where the specters from Mickey’s Technicolor
short “Lonesome Ghosts” appeared. And the bottom level was a sort of combination food
court, cabaret, and pin-ball arcade.
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          The finished art was complicated. It required two separate pieces, one for the Fun
House itself, and another for the “transformations", which were printed on the back.
Correctly die-cut shapes had to be removed from the cardboard backing before the
double-sided laminated sheet was mounted. Then the final piece was die-cut again. All in
all, it was a complex and expensive process

         The Catalogue page, below, as was often the case, showed the comp, and not the final
toy. Catalogue photos were usually shot in early December of the previous year. This
involved a week in NYC, setting up the shots. It was extremely boring. Everything had to be
just right, because there was no Photoshop in those days, and the cost of retouching was out
of sight. The box lid was usually attached to a boom, suspended in mid air above the toy. The
boom arm could be cut out later, when the photo was vignetted by the engraver. These
transparencies were large, 8” x 10”, and crystal clear.
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          At last, the final cover. By the time it was ready, Colorforms was fed up with me. A
printer in Poughkeepsie had printed my finished black line on fine Strathmore paper. Then
Mike Strouth tutored me in how to paint with my brand new set of bottled watercolors. Believe
me, it isn’t easy. You have to keep the area wet, and work quite quickly, to make the colors
come out smoothly. I never used those paints again. In fact, Mike Strouth got them in the end.
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          The other Big offering for the year was a Mike Smollen Extravaganza, “The Sesame
Street Mother Goose Stand Up Play Set”. That’s Mike’s actual comp below, so beautifully
done it’s hard to believe it isn’t finished art. By this time all pretext of "educational value"
had flown out the window. The Sesame Street gang would do anything to make money,
even go on a wild goose chase to Mother Goose Land to seek the goose that laid the
Golden Egg. Although they didn’t find the Golden Goose, this lovely Play Set laid an egg.

          Here is another toy by Mike Smollen, “The Amazing Mumford and His Magic
Colorforms”. This comp is all there is. For reasons that I can’t remember, the actual toy never
appeared. That’s Toy-Biz! Lots of Great Art ends up in the wastebasket. Being a graduate of
Mumford High School, I mourned The Amazing Mumford's passing.
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          In the early spring of 1977, “Star Wars” conquered the Universe, and “SPACE” was HOT
again. Colorforms and every other toy company tried in vain to get in on the action. But Darth-
Kenner was all Powerful, and marshaled the forces of the Dark-Side to shoot down every
attack on their monopoly. It was then that, from the "Farthest Reaches of our Galaxy", The
Outer Space Men returned to Planet Earth again to kick Darth-Kenner’s asteroid!
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           Long after the Original OSM had disappeared, the tantalizing image on the cover of the
“Space Warriors Colorforms Adventure Set” introduced ”The Outer Space Men” and the
hitherto unknown figures of the Second Series, “The World of the Future” to a whole new
generation of collectors. And thus, it was that this modest effort, conceived almost as an
afterthought, and quickly cobbled together, became a light saber in Colorform’s courageous
battle against the ruthless regime of Kenner, and is largely responsible for the fact that the
Outer Space Man have survived.

          Like a note placed in a bottle, and set adrift upon the Sea of Destiny, the OSM floated
aimlessly for 30 years, until the Fabulous Four Horsemen came across the bottle, half buried in
the Sands of Time. The cork was popped! The wandering stopped! And, at this very moment,
these fabled Masters of the Art of Toy Design are recreating the Outer Space Men for the
contemporary collectors market, to live again in modern times.
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          1978 was also a Banner Year, because it was the one in which I finally managed to
break through the Final Frontier, and step down into the hitherto forbidden world of the basic
Colorforms line. At last, I got to take a bite of the bread and butter that kept Colorform’s head
above water and the company alive. The “Superman Colorforms Adventure Set” featured a
“Magic Telephone Booth” in which the one could “See Clark Kent Change into Superman!!!”
Or better still, with the door closed, one couldn’t see how it was done. There was so little
profit in this line that any special feature could not be fancy. That’s why, up till now, there
wasn’t any. But Colorforms agreed that this little bit of trickery was worth the extra cost of a
sliding lower platform, a die-cut telephone booth door, and one percentage point for me.
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          If you ever rubbed a pencil over a coin placed beneath a piece of paper, you’ll know where
this idea came from, “The Rub-a-Dub Printer Magic Picture Maker. In this case, the “coins” were
vacuum formed plastic images of Sesame Street characters with raised edges. And the “Color
Sticks” were crayons without wrappers. The photograph below is my actual comp. I was
becoming comfortable, drawing these characters, at last.
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          “Rub n’ Play” below, sounds similar to “Rub-
a-Dub” above, but they really are two completely
different concepts. Rub n’ Play consisted of full
color transfers that were a kind of waxy substance,
similar to a 1940 toy I loved as a kid called
“Koppeefun”. In this case, the transfers were
supplied by an outside vendor. I earned my modest
royalty based on the way the transfers were
applied. In these first sets they were Rubbed
directly onto die-cut cardboard figures that could
be Played with after the rubbing was done; thus the
name Rub n’ Play. These eventually grew into quite
a line. Once again, these comps are by yours truly.
(The transfers were the real McCoy). Looking at
them now, I’m realizing how similar Ernie’s rubbing
hand is to Mickey’s.
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          These traditional sewing cards were no big deal, and the concept was in no way
original, but as part of the activity line, a got a point on them as well. Mike did the Mother
Goose set. I did the Mickey. I always liked that cover. Drawing this stuff was getting easy.
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          They’re Back! The Outer Space Men; this time as jigsaw puzzles. In 1978 anything with
Space on it was worth doing. The image below was taken straight from the 1968 photos. On
the other three, I used 1968 images as well, but had the printer drop in new photos of some of
the other characters. It was fun playing around with size and scale. As I said earlier,
Colorforms was basically a die-cutting company. Because of these, they found that making
jigsaw puzzles was easy. This was a discovery we would remember later, when Jig Saw
Puzzles became a whole new category for Colorforms.
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          Last but least, “Sesame Street Building Blocks”. Let's face it, Colorforms would do just
about anything if it could be made out of cardboard, and they could put the Sesame Street
name and characters on it. So they bought into this idea just from the sketch below.
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          When this catalogue shot was taken the package hadn’t yet been created. The
blocks themselves were pretty decent; a unique construction made them amazingly
strong. They could hold a heavy load, equal to the weight of a full-grown child.
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          Doing the package was loads of fun. It was the first time I got to meet the Muppets.
Meeting Muppets in person is a revelation, primarily because there is nearly nothing there.
Cookie Monster is no more than a blue rag and two ping-pong balls. Bert and Ernie are fuzz
covered foam, light as a feather. It is the skill and presence of the puppeteers that brings
them to life. The day of the photo shoot in Manhattan no puppeteers were present.

          The toy package itself was enormous, and the cover photo had to be big too. It
required an entire day to set up. Inside the characters, the photographer and I had to jerry-
rig a complex makeshift mess of armatures to pose them. We even used some of the actual
cardboard blocks to build the Cookie Monster. Eye contact is everything. If Muppets don’t
look directly into the camera lens, they instantly look dead. Muppeteers actually have TV
monitors nearby, sometimes, as in the case of Big Bird, strapped to their bodies. They learn
to watch their characters every move on TV and play to the camera the way you and I might
grimace in a mirror. This assures that all-important eye contact is working to perfection.
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           These Catalogues present a snapshot of the Colorforms Company as it stood at Toy
Fair in late February of each year. There are 10 more months remaining in the year, during
which time, anything could happen. And lots was Happening at Colorforms in 1978. As I
worked at home, and visited the factory rarely, these changes did not seem to affect me, at
least not dramatically. Therefore, I am a little foggy on the dates. But, somewhere around this
year Colorforms moved out of Norwood NJ to a mind boggling new Office/Factory that Harry
built in Ramsey.

          The architects were World Famous:
Gwathmey and Siegel. They were second only to
Frank Lloyd Wright in Harry’s opinion, which is
who he would have hired if he were still living. As
Harry grew older his ideas grew more grandiose.
This was an industrial mega structure, a city block
in size, nestled in the bucolic countryside of
picturesque New Jersey. It featured a soaring
foyer, reminiscent of a cathedral, and offices
perched sky high above and overlooking an
enormous factory space that resembled a Sam’s
Club in size, or more accurately, several Sam’s
Clubs joined together.

           Another major change took place around this time. Harry’s eldest son, Andy joined the
company. Shortly thereafter, Andy’s younger brother, Adam came on-board as well. The
hands on the clock of Father Time were turning slowly. And although, I didn’t realize it at the
moment, my Fate and Destiny were sealed.
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          The previous year had been one of change at Colorforms. Meanwhile, in placid New
York State, far from the hubbub in New Jersey, I concentrated my efforts on two new
lines, Colorforms Games and “Plasticine”. Both appeared at Toy Fair 1979.

          Now located in their huge new factory in Ramsey, with Harry’s sons, Adam and
Andy on board, Colorforms was clearly growing. Their range of products was expanding,
and with expansion came complications. One complicated quandary that had, for years,
been simmering just beneath the surface, came to the fore. The name Colorforms, itself,
was now a problem. What did it mean exactly? Was “Colorforms” the name of the
company, or was it the name of the toy? It had been used as both from the beginning.
Like “Kleenex” the word “Colorforms” was in danger of becoming generic, signifying
plastic pieces that stick to a shiny surface. Many people, who bought any toy
manufactured by Colorforms expected to find plastic stick-on pieces inside. This worked
to our advantage when it came to introducing Colorforms Games.

          No category in the toy industry was more difficult to break into than that of games.
It was no longer competitive, as Hasbro now owned both of the leading, and formerly
competing, game companies, Parker Brothers and Milton Bradley. Mattel had tried to
enter games for years and failed. On the other hand, provided they were made of
cardboard and had no molded pieces, Colorform’s new plant at Ramsey would be
appropriately equipped to manufacture games. So, that was my assignment… Invent
some Games!

         The basic rule and concept was that each should include some plastic stick-on
pieces, which would, in theory, give us instant acceptance and credibility, as these would
be “Colorforms Games”.

          The Games that I came up with ranged from original and slightly clever to tedious
and lame. But all included Colorforms plastic stick-on pieces in one way or another; and
it worked. Helped by a little TV advertising, Colorforms had a whole new category. People
were buying Colorforms Games!

          The first (and best) was called, “Don’t Tip the Waiter”. It began with the sketch
below. Here my WWII childhood stood me in good stead. So many of the few toys there
were then were made of paper, including, under the Christmas tree one year, a Lionel
train made out of cardboard. Now I would try to do 3-Dimensional games made out of
cardboard too.
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          Mike and I worked together on the games. First I would “invent” the “play” and “comp
up” the interior. Next Mike would create the cover. Then I would go back again and alter the
interior, if necessary, to better match the cover. The object of Don’t Tip The Waiter was to
stack as many dishes on the waiter’s tray, one player at a time, without tipping him. The
player, who does tip the waiter, has to tip the waiter by placing a Colorforms dollar in his
hand. When you’re out of money, you’re out of the game. Ain't that the truth!
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          “Cock-A-Doodle Do” was a simple spinner game, no reading or brains required, just
dumb luck! Watch Out for the Fox! For once, Colorforms had out-foxed the odds. These
games actually sold.
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          “What’s Cookin'?” was a guessing game for two, based on the principle of: What hand is
it in? It featured Colorforms food, sliding panels and picture perfect pots with cardboard lids.
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          “Happy Hippo”! Be the first Monkey to feed the Hippo. Wow, real Plastic bases and a
spinner! Colorforms was investing heavily in molds. Good Lord! Fatty, here, just realized, 30
years later; All these games were about FOOD!
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          The second Big Push for the year was “PLASTICINE”. This product was a huge
departure for Colorforms.

          Speaking of departures, around this time, or the year after, Colorforms sales manager
Stan Schwartz chose to make his departure in order to begin his own Business as “Stanly
Associates”, Colorforms Sales Rep in the New York Metropolitan Area. He was replaced as
in-house Sales Manager by an exceedingly personable person named Chuck Cohen.

          Stan prided himself in being a Toy “Maven”. He was fond of spouting profound
platitudes, like “Farm toys Don’t Sell!” At times, this could be most annoying (and tended to
drive Harry wild), all the more annoying, because most of the time, Stan was always right.
Time and again, he steered the ship of Colorforms through troubled waters, and saved it
from crashing on the rocks. Stan was all about wise merchandising decisions and carefully
planned products.

          Chuck Cohen was a different kind of guy, happy go lucky, with an irresistible
personality. I doubt he ever met a man who didn’t like him. Hence, he could sell anything to
anybody, and did. His specialty was plying toy buyers with gifts and goodies, greasing
palms, and making under the counter deals. I recall one toy buyer from a major toy chain
had a fetish for expensive tailored trousers. Chuck always kept him well supplied. On the
other hand, Chuck was no expert in merchandising, nor did he pretend to be.

          So the Helm of Colorforms was taken up by Captain Andy, who aided by his First Mate,
Adam, stepped forward to assume the task of steering the company in the right direction.
They proved themselves up to the job and preformed their duty admirably. Sales soon began
to soar.

          Meanwhile, getting back to Plasticine. This excellent product was always the ultimate
non-drying modeling material when I was a kid. Like Kleenex and Colorforms, its name had
almost become generic. Then, for some reason, it disappeared from the USA, but remained
alive and well in England. After much deliberation, Colorforms decided to reintroduce it here.

          Not only did Colorforms reintroduce it, they actually manufactured it in their new plant
in Ramsey NJ. This was a huge and daring undertaking. A vast area of the new building was
walled off and separated from the rest of the plant by walls of glass. Enormous vats were
installed to hold the chalk and Vaseline, the main ingredients of Plasticine. Along with vats
there were massive mixers, extruders, and conveyor belts as well. There were also stacks of
racks for drying trays, and dispenser bins full to the brim with an eye popping array of
dazzling colors. From the offices above, one could look down through a wall of windows on
this industrial landscape, a bustling beehive of activity, sifting, stirring, pumping out, and
packaging Plasticine.

          Did I say Packaging? The full weight of responsibility for packaging and
merchandising this product fell on me. A Herculean task that led even the most resentful of
Colorforms employees to agree was meritorious of a royalty.

          I remembered as a child, seeing modest modeling clay sets in boxes. The covers
tended to be grandiose wondrous paintings, fascinating and intimidating. They depicted
children building Plasticine palaces, and all around them, entire villages, people, cattle,
animals and trees, purportedly all made out of clay. These ambitious visions were
hopelessly beyond the abilities of any child to replicate, especially, with what was in the box,
a small amount of clay, and a little wooden stick for modeling, not enough to make a single
cow, let alone a castle.
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          I envisioned packages made entirely of Plasticine with many suggestions for objects that a
kid could really make. All would be based on basic shapes, so there would be no sculpting skills
required. A simple instruction panel would show them all they had to know. Even the logo,
"Plasticine" would be made of Plasticine.
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          A supply of Plasticine was sent to me from England, and I began to play, creating
several objects every day. I often started with just a piece of colored clay and let it tell me what
it wanted to be. But for the package fronts, I actually drew what I had in mind ahead of time
and then recreated it in Plasticine. English Plasticine is a marvelous material. The only hard
thing about working with it is keeping the colors clean.

          Meanwhile, a technician from the Plasticine Company in England set up temporary
residence in New Jersey to oversee the process of getting the manufacturing process up
and running in America. Everything looked picture perfect. Nonetheless, there were
problems. The material was not setting up the way it should. First it was too hard. Then it
was too soft. Then it was brittle. Things were not working out quite as intended.
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           In the end the Plasticine that Colorforms produced, through no fault of their own, was
never quite right. It was finally determined that the American Chalk was the problem. The
chalk used in England came from the White Cliffs of Dover. Apparently, there was
something unique about it, but importing it was cost prohibitive. The affordable chalk
available here was not the same. Thus what Colorforms ended up producing was marginally
acceptable, more user friendly than Play Dough, but not quite as good as original Plasticine

          The product that Colorforms was producing wasn’t quite like the English Plasticine.
Working on the packages I ran out of several colors, and discovered that I couldn’t make
those little figures using American Plasticine. More of the good stuff was shipped over, and
I continued.
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          “Mickey Mouse Colorola” was another new introduction for 1979, and another chance for
me to plead my case for 1930s Mickey. This was essentially an old item. I don’t know how it
walked through Colorform’s door. Andy and Adam might have found it. I got a point for
packaging it. This catalogue page shows my original comp.
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          Things were changing at Colorforms in 1979. Games, Plasticine, and Colorola, led off the
catalogue. The “Colorforms” didn’t appear until page 11. By the way, from this time forward, we
could no longer refer to Colorforms stick-on toys simply as “Colorforms”, as in “Tricky Mickey
Magic Colorforms”. There always had to be a subtitle, as in Colorforms "Play Set”. Colorforms
now became the brand name; “Play Set” being the title. This was to prevent the name
“Colorforms" from becoming generic.

          The “Colorforms Play Set” category led off with three sets that all had fold-out doors, a
format that made them “mine”. The first was based on the popular TV show, “Little House on the
Prairie”. For an hour, once a week, I actually stopped working to watch the idyllic adventures of
the loving Ingalls family, while on the floor before me , between my chair and the TV, my two
daughters squabbled like cats and dogs throughout “Daddy’s Favorite Show”. Bill Basso did the
artwork.
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          Now, two all time great Super Heroes, Mike Strouth and Mel Birnkrant, teamed up to bring
you this super Colorforms Play Set, “Spider-man and Hulk!” The city opened up for both inside
and outside play. How about that cool hole, busting through the wall!

          The Third Inside-Outside Play set was “Barbie’s Dream House”. It was more like
Barbie’s Nightmare, mocking up this mess, with its forced and phony vanishing perspective
was exquisitely agonizing. It featured a portrait of the spiral staircase I still ascend, at least,
two dozen times a day.
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          Going back through boxes of old art work, trying to reconstruct the missing years I spent
(wasted?) at Colorforms, has been a revelation to me. I discovered some surprises, things I
forgot I did, along the way. One such discovery is this pair of sketches I found just last night. I
had forgotten that I had done “Star Snoopy”
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          What I did for Colorforms, I guess, when all is said and done, I did for money. It was the
means by which I could pursue my true love, collecting. Sometimes in the Real World, when
mowing the grass, either because I was in the mood, or of necessity, I thought deep and
profound thoughts like: “Poverty is cutting your own grass”. No wrong! I take that back. “Real
poverty is when you have to cut your neighbors grass”. This little website is sort of like sifting
through the clippings, left over from 20 years of cutting Harry’s grass.
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          Last night, among the piles of decomposing compost, I discovered these two
drawings. I am trying to remember how it came to be that I was designing a simple
Colorforms Stick-On, without a “special feature”. Maybe it is evidence that the change that
took place in my relationship with Colorforms was beginning. More about that later.

          Well anyway, “Star Snoopy” is clearly evidence that Colorforms little Star War with
Darth-Kenner was still twinkling. The 1979 catalogue reveals that “Space Warriors” did not
make it to a second year. So Snoopy Skywalker, light saber in paw, took up the fight. This
time, we dared use the name “Star”. Kenner Beware! The Force is with Colorforms too! True
or False: Was this set “Forced”? The Answer: True!
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          Two new properties joined the ranks of Rub n’ Play, “Battlestar Galactica”, and “The
Amazing Spider-man”. The Rub n’ Play line was continuing to sell.
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          And Last of all, a new format for Rub n’ Play: “Magic Transfers”. These were inspired by
the 1934 “Mickey Mouse Magic Pictures” toy below. This rare item has a look and play pattern
very similar to Colorforms Stick-ons, but predated Colorforms by 20 years.

          Each Magic Transfer Set came with two sheets of Rub n’ Play Magic Transfers, a
Panorama Background, to create your own scene, and a wooden popsicle stick. The shipping
carton became a colorful counter display.

          Thus, ends a busy catalogue and a busy year. Meanwhile, throughout it, and the year
before it too, I had been working on Maurice Sendak Wild Things Dolls. They were nearly
ready now, and about to appear, next year.
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          I can’t believe that 1980 was thirty years ago. It seems like yesterday to me. It was a
year of this and that. A little bit of everything I’d done before continued in the line. One
nonevent that was meaningful to me, and maybe to “toy history”, was the quiet appearance
of a project that I had been working on for several years, Maurice Sendak’s Wild Things dolls.
Problems with the patterns had delayed them endlessly. They really didn’t belong at
Colorforms, but unfortunately for Maurice and the Wild Things dolls as well, I DID, or so it
seemed.

          Meanwhile the game line continued with a lame old game that was the essence of
ordinary. I think it was included among my first attempts the year before, and didn’t even
have Colorforms plastic pieces in it. At that time, when it was unanimously rejected by
everyone, including me, it was called “Fishin Around”, a title borrowed from a 1930’s Mickey
Mouse cartoon. The only reason I sketched it in the first place, was because it could be made
of cardboard. The eventual product, below, looks so much like this first sketch, it’s almost
scary.
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          In the year that followed the sketch above, I noticed the advent of a new technology:
scents encapsulated in microscopic plastic bubbles. These could be printed on any surface,
and the odor released when scratching burst the bubbles. The official name for this process
was, “Scratch n’ Sniff”. I sent for samples. They were mostly food and flower scents, with one
fascinating exception, the familiar smell of SKUNK. Wow! “Fishin Around” came to mind
again; and the game became, “Hook Line and Stinker”! The catalogue below tells how it was
played. Can you guess who wrote the copy? The game itself proved NOT to be a stinker. It
actually sold well, both here and overseas.
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         The Plasticine line continued, with the addition of two Modeling Sets for Super Hero
fans, who were sculpturally challenged. The hard parts, hands and faces were just paper
stickers. Sculpting them was Super Easy! Selling them was Super Hard!

In 1980, Sesame Street’s popularity was waning, but The Muppet Show was on the rise. And
Colorforms followed the trend, movin' on up to the West Side, from Children’s Television
Workshop to “HA!” (Henson Associates), located in a trendy townhouse on the upper West
Side of NYC. This elegant establishment, and the beautiful people in it, existed on the cutting
edge or savoir-faire and sophistication. Lunch with that bunch was an event, where everyone,
even the men, ate quiche.
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          Our new friends at “HA!” gave us tickets to the World
Premier of “The Muppet Movie”. It was there at this event that
on the cover of the souvenir program I first encountered the
exquisite artwork of DREW STRUZAN. It was love at first
sight. And shortly thereafter “Jim Henson’s Muppet Show” by
Colorforms appeared. As I often said, when it came to
artwork, Harry spared no expense. He was always willing to
pay whatever it cost to get the very best. And Drew was the
very best, as well as the most expensive. He was already
famous, being more or less to movie Posters what John
Williams was to movie Music. I never spoke to him or met
him. We communicated through his agent, who insisted on
bringing his whole promotional dog and pony show to my
house in person, as if I wasn’t sold already. A few years later,
we would (not) meet again, this time to collaborate on “E.T.”
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          “Mork & Mindy”, popular on TV took over Tricky Mickey’s shtick. They even took over
Mickey’s old tricks, and the “Mork & Mindy Magic Show” was born. Just say the magic words
“NA-NO! NA-NO!”. Did it sell?... NAH-NO!
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          The following photos tell a sad story of what could have been, and should have been,
and the changing times we lived in 30 years ago. I found these comps and sketches among my
souvenirs. They visually tell the tale: Harry Kislevitz should go down in toy history for almost
single handedly rescuing Raggedy Ann from oblivion. His Raggedy Ann Dress-up set brought
her back from the brink. And subsequent Colorforms sets, such as the Doll House, the Puppet
Show, and the Surprise package, etc. infused her with life again.

          The comp below must have predated the first Stand-up Play Set, Snoopy’s Beagle
Scouts in 1975. I can see I was feeling my way along in this, bending the corner of the stand
up partition and tabbing it in for unnecessary extra strength. I don’t know why the set
proceeded no farther at that time; maybe because Snoopy was in heat, a hotter property than
Raggedy Ann!
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          The Next comp is Bill Basso’s. In it he carried one of my worst comps further, improving it
dramatically, as he always did, to become one of his best comps ever. This would have been a
Classic Colorforms.
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          Now turn the clock ahead to 1980. Look what happened to Raggedy Ann and Andy!
The Bobbs Merrill Company brought their, now revitalized property “up to date”, by
showering it in a candy coat of mediocrity, and for good measure, threw in a dog named
Arthur. From that point on they required all licensees to adhere to their new styling.
Raggedy Ann, as the World once knew her, was dead.

I don’t remember who got stuck working on this piece of crap, with bigger pieces for
little fingers, Bill or Mike or me, but some remnants of the Stand-up Play Set, like the
house and tree, remain. Harry Kislevitz and Bill Basso had raised Raggedy Ann to a new
level. Bobbs Merrill smacked her down again.

          Here is the next step, Bill’s final pencil drawing for the cover, with my blue pencil
notes, suggesting he move this and that a little, here and there. I can’t remember what
happened next, or why the set didn’t.
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          Here’s another in the continuing series of “Pre-School play Sets”, “Colorforms
Peanuts”. How basic is that? Bigger pieces for Little Fingers and Inside-Outside play. Even
Snoopy’s dog house opens for a look at his inner life.
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          Rub n’ Play continued with four new sets, “Barbie”, “Kiss”, “The Incredible Hulk”, and
“Mork & Mindy”. The Rub n’ Play category was still doing well.
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           The final format can be seen here. They became a kind of self-contained fold out
easel, called “Colorforms Stand-Up and Play”. Toy buyers were promised: “This rack
merchandise will rack up new sales for you”. Was this a good idea? Did the prophecy come
true? Stand-Up and Play didn’t reappear next year.
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          Last of all, is a project I had been toying with for several years, my friend Maurice
Sendak’s “Wild Things” dolls. They finally appeared at Toy Fair 1980. At the time that it was
written, the photographs that follow were missing. I found them recently, so here they are.
These show the one and only set of original blank dolls, on which I mustered up the courage to
dare to draw the line work in by hand. I only had one shot, and feared I would strike out. But, for
once in my life, it felt like a Grand Slam.
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          Colorforms had no business doing these dolls. Few buyers even noticed them at Toy
Fair. No doll or plush buyer even walked through Colorform’s showroom door. The small
quantity that Colorforms ordered were soon sold through Brentano’s; and that was that.
Years later Maurice licensed the dolls again. This time to Determined Productions. I
connected them to the original manufacturer in Hong Kong. Ironically this was through Gene
Rubin, the same man who did the Outer Space Men, 10 years before. The factory still had all
my finished screens and patterns, enabling them to reproduce the original dolls exactly.

          The very same dolls are still manufactured today. They are the only dolls that Maurice
would OK to tie in with the recent Wild Things movie. This was the longest running product I
ever did, ... for which I never earned a penny.
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All Photographs Copyright MEL BIRNKRANT
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          1981 was a BIG year for Colorforms and a SMALL one too. For it was the year of “Shrinky
Dinks”. It was also a year of change. Harry had been growing more distant from the Company
for a long time. He had bigger fish to fry. Essentially, he spent his time conspiring to help
discover cures for heart disease and cancer, and eradicate World hunger. He hoped that what
he learned along the way, would enable him live forever. He also aspired to build a pyramid of
glass on a tract of barren desert that would become a prototype for the ideal city of the future.
He even bought the land. Then he acquired an estate in Santa Barbara, and surrounded himself
with astrologers, disciples and hangers on, all living on his dime, in La La Land.

          Every once in a while, he would revive his interest in Colorforms and get actively
involved by phone. But for the most part, he left his sons, Andy and Adam in command.
Together they adroitly steered the ship of Colorforms into hitherto unexplored waters, and
discovered brave New Lands. Plasticine was one, Shrinky Dinks another. Business prospered
in their hands.

          The 1981 Catalogue cover proclaimed the
acquisition of Shrinky Dinks as a permanent, and
successful, addition to the Colorforms line. This
was my most ambitious cover. My desire to turn the
Colorforms logo into a character, the likes of "Mr.
Peanut", continued. Ever since I first laid eyes upon
the cover of this comic book in 1943, I’ve been
fascinated by diminishing images. And now I
applied the principle to the Catalogue. On this
journey into the infinitesimal, the second size cover
down was actually a complete small catalogue,
attached to the cover of the larger one, dedicated to
and introducing “Shrinky Dinks”.

         Shrinky Dinks already had a line of products
when Colorforms adopted them. This small
catalogue shows mainly those pre-existing items.
The packaging was pretty awful. Now Andy set
about updating and redesigning the line. The only
new item, “The Muppet Show”, complete with a tiny
theatre, was mine. This was the first of many
Shrinky Dinks products I would eventually design.
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          Shrinky Dinks aside, the lead item for 1981, appearing in the Catalogue on page 1, was
“Tummy Ache! The Junk Food Game”. Looking back over my years with Colorforms, this is
the item that, more than any other, filled me with pride. A good friend, who I shall not name,
was unimpressed with everything I ever did, with the sole exception of this game. Oh My God!
It's about FOOD again!

          The discreetly worded description in the catalogue tells the story: Feed “Tommy Tummy
Ache” his favorite Junk food. BE CAREFUL! One piece of Junk food too much will give
Tommy a Tummy ACHE … Causing him to “Tip forward and spill all the food!” (That means:
BARF, VOMIT, PUKE, THROW UP!) A Tummy Ache tablet (Alka-Seltzer) will make him feel
better, and ready to eat again. “BON APPETITE!”
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          I loved doing this game. The action was so graphically delightful. When Tommy took
one bite too many, his head and neck tipped forward over his plate, sending the food
flying, while his tongue shot out and wagged around. I especially liked the product names,
like “Cracker Jerk” and “Ka-Ka Cola”. Mike designed such a fabulous cover. I felt
compelled to go back in and bring the inside up to snuff.
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          There was also a fabulously revolting musical commercial that left nothing to the
imagination. It began with the exclamation, “OH OH! TUMMY ACHE!” and a close-up shot of
Tommy, barfing, right into the camera. That dramatic announcement was repeated several
times to punctuate the jingle, each with a graphic depiction of vomiting on camera. It ended
with a final Blast, and a chorus of hysterical kids screaming, “OH OH! TUMMY ACHE!”
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           “Tummy Ache” was doing well. The game was flying off the shelf, when overnight,
everything went All to Hell! Tummy Ache was voted “The WORST GAME of the YEAR". And
appeared in articles like this one, entitled, “GAMES of SHAME!”. At first, I thought this was
GREAT, a wonderful achievement. My college roommate, Harley Wolf had become a toy
inventor too. He had created a game called, “My Dog Has Fleas”. That also had been deemed,
the Years Worst Game, years before me. Move over Harley! I took a kind of perverse pride in
this achievement, and felt no shame.

          Unfortunately Andy did! Young, eager, and upstanding, the responsibility of being
newly named the “President” of Colorforms weighed heavily on his head. He felt this Game
of Shame would ruin Colorform’s good name. And so, he pulled it from the line. Tummy Ache
was dead, prematurely terminated in its prime. But not before Colorforms sold the rights to
companies throughout Europe, where it continued to be made. In fact, in England, where it
was renamed “Tommy Tummy Ache”, it became an all time Best Selling game.
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          In this house of a thousand objects, few things I made myself, over the years, are on
display. The original comp of Tommy’s head is one exception. Still hanging around among the
treasures, looking up-beat and ever eager, his days of Fame and Shame are over.

          There were other new games as well. These were designed for younger players. I
came up with the insides… Mike did the covers…..
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          Colorforms managed to license these games, along with all the others I’d invented, to
manufacturers in Europe. This created a certain quandary, namely how was I to be
compensated? As usual, I had a good idea, good for Colorforms, bad for me. It actually was a
gamble for both of us, but Harry loved to barter. Sotheby’s was offering some Mickey Mouse
movie posters in an upcoming auction. As Mike Strouth, who watched in amazement, would
attest, I was obsessed. Deliriously desirous of two posters in particular, “Touchdown Mickey”
and “Mickey’s Nightmare”. I knew that they would be expensive, not that the amount
mattered, for I had no money, anyway.
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          After a lot of soul-searching I came to the conclusion that I wouldn’t trade my soul for
them, but I would trade the potential royalties, whatever they might be, from licensing my
games to Europe. There was no telling what either amount would turn out to be. But the
proposition captured Harry’s imagination, and he was Game for the idea. Stephan
Spielberg was purported to have bought the most expensive poster in the auction, “The
Klondike Kid”, but I got the two I wanted. And Colorforms got a good deal too, as the
games, especially Tommy Tummy Ache, did well. So, everyone was happy in the end.
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          The Plasticine line continued to grow. The new addition for 1981 was DAY-GLO colors.
Move over Play-Dough. The catalogue, as usual, pictured hand drawn comps, to be replaced by
the real thing later.
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          Here are the Plasticine figures for both packages, propped up and photographed. The
engraver stripped them into a black background.

          In 1981 Colorforms love affair with the Muppets continued. The first Muppet product, in
the order they appeared in the catalogue, was the Muppet Show Comic Printer. It featured a
different sort of rub-down transfers, each good for a few tries, a rubbing tool, (popsicle not
included) and a newspaper pad with pre-printed comic strip panels. Last of all, were
“Colorforms” crayons. We’d given up on Crayola by then, and no doubt, visa-versa.

          The fun of doing these sets for me was working with Anne
Gayler. Anne was one of Henson Associate's lead art directors.
She was also a fabulously talented draftsman. It was her role to
gather together and organize all the props and paraphernalia that
went into making of each of these Muppet sets. We also worked
together on setting up the cover photos. Well, I guess she’d see it
as her setting up the cover photos, and me getting in the way. We
squabbled and argued the toss on every issue. It was like Kathryn
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy. I think we both enjoyed these bouts,
and in the end, we’d manage to agree to a truce, born out of
mutual respect.

          In the middle of one such altercation, Anne whipped out a
pair of scissors. And in 10 seconds flat, snipped out this dead-on
unflattering caricature of me. It captured that elusive quality that
inspires my wife to refer to me as “The Lunchbox of Notre Dame."
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          The Muppet Show was blistering hot, at the moment, and Colorforms was ready and
willing to do any Muppet item they could get into the line. Therefore, I had little trouble
convincing them to make a Miss Piggy Paper Doll. I don’t know the Paper doll repertoire
beyond 1930s comic characters, but I have a feeling this might have been the only paper doll,
up till then or thereafter, with clothes done photographically.
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          The preparations for this project were extensive. Anne and the Muppet workshop
coordinated and created the props and costumes weeks ahead of time. The photo shoot took
place in Manhattan. Miss Piggy arrived in several pieces and had to be assembled, like the
flying horse in my favorite movie, ”The Thief of Bagdad”. And like that magic pony, when
properly put together, she would come to life. That is, provided the camera angle was just right.
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          Anne and I toiled and bickered over posing her all morning, carefully matching her size
and position to an acetate overlay taped, upside down, on the film plane of the 5”x7” view
camera. When everything was perfect, the photographer looked into the camera and said,
“Wait a minute, she needs to be an inch higher”. Anne said “I’ll fix it” rushing over to Miss
Piggy. Meanwhile, I was yelling “No ! Don’t Touch Her! Just tilt the film a little”. Anne gave her
a tug and “CRASH!” There she was all over the floor in several pieces. And so we started over.
Who said Toy Design was fun?
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          When the cover shot was finally done, we had to repeat the process for each of her six
outfits, and then photograph the trunk itself for the back of the package. It was a long grueling
day, that lasted well into the evening, but it was worth it. Note the specially created Muppet
labels that decorate the trunk. “HA!” really knew how to do things Right!

          In 1981, "Strawberry Shortcake" had just been introduced, and Kenner, who had the toy
rights, wouldn't share them with Colorforms or anybody. Even though Kenner didn't make any
product remotely like Colorforms, they didn't want a single dollar that walked into a toy store
to be spent on anything but their products!

          So I said to Andy and Adam: "Never mind! We'll make Our Own Strawberry Shortcake!"
Then, Mike Strouth and I got together and created "SUGAR and SPICE". It was contrived to be
exactly like Strawberry Shortcake only "different". Instead of fruit we had candy, and as the
big feature with Strawberry Shortcake was scents, we even added Scratch and Sniff patches
to our play set.

          We had a ball working on it. I found that my strength was in coming up with the
characters and their names, [ their pup was called "Lolly Pup", I loved that one, and the cat
was "Ginger Snap"] and determining what they consisted of visually, while Mike was great at
doing the lively candy land they lived in, and, as always, the finished art. He also did their
faces, alas, in the going cutesy style he had learned too well at Hallmark!

Although, there was no time to spare, we pulled out all the stops, and actually had real printed
samples complete in time for Toy Fair. Colorforms, unlike most toy companies, did not have a
"closed" Showroom. Thus, anyone could walk right in, and did. The first day of the show, we
noticed that one group after another from Kenner was coming in to, we thought, "admire" our
work. Then, suddenly, a menacing letter from Kenner's lawyers appeared by messenger. It
threatened to sue Colorforms for ripping off Strawberry Shortcake!
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          Well, I had to admit, they had a valid case, because we not only had outrageously
parodied their property, but Mike had done the faces in his stereotypical Hallmark style, which
just happened to make them identical to the faces of Strawberry Shortcake. It really was her and
her friends in candy coated clothes. Colorforms contacted Kenner immediately, and promised
them (with my assurance) that we would change our toy! And if they didn't agree that we had
made it completely different from Strawberry Shortcake, we would drop it, altogether! Kenner
said "Show Us!"

          So I pulled the comp off the display, and went home early. That night, I drew the cover you
see here! Feature by feature, I replaced the eyes, noses, mouths, and every detail with their
complete stylistic opposites! The drippy oval eyes now became round; the closed smiley
mouths opened to show teeth; the Strawberry Shortcake like bonnet became a bow, and the
yarn hair also had to go! Then, I added a cute little birdie for good measure. And early the next
morning, the brand new version was placed before the discerning eyes of Kenner. I knew full
well that, in spite of all my changes, the essence still added up to exactly the same thing, a rip
off of their property. And Kenner knew it too, but nonetheless, detail for detail, there was
nothing they could do, but grudgingly agree that it was, now, "completely different"!
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Ironically, because of Kenner’s stinginess, Sugar and Spice” turned out to be an
unexpected success, as other companies, who couldn't get Strawberry Shortcake,
wanted to license Sugar and Spice. Thus, Colorforms began a licensing program, and
dozens of companies signed up. This was our first taste of Licensing. It was to lead to
bigger things.

Around this time a change took place in my arrangement with Colorforms. The
company never had an in-house art department. So all standard items, basic
Colorforms, etc. were done by outside freelance artists, who could deliver a finished
product, like Bill Basso and a variety of other independent artists, of which Mike
Strouth was one.

Then there were “my” items, those which I originated and developed, often using other
artists to do the finished art. On top of that, I threw in other services as well, to help
“my” items sell, the catalogue, and the showroom, etc. Over the years, the 1% royalty,
tabulated solely on “my” items, added up to a decent sum, second only to what Harry,
himself, was making.

Eventually, everybody realized that items with my mark on them, not only dominated
the line, but tended to look better than the others. So Harry proposed a new
arrangement. Henceforth, I would be responsible for the entire line, choosing,
scheduling and art directing all the outside artists, while continuing to innovate new
items of my own, and, as Harry stated it, put my touch on every item in the line. That
was more than fine with me. I was nearly doing it already.

Colorforms comptroller did the math, and came up with a slightly lower royalty rate
that, when applied to not just “my” items but the entire line, amounted to the same, and
then some. Alas, as Colorforms sales continued to grow beyond anybody’s
expectations, largely due to the efforts of Adam and Andy, the total got a little crazy,
and many a resentful glance was cast in my direction.

Meanwhile, I now found myself working with Anne Gayler again, setting up another
cover. This time for “Miss Piggy and Kermit the Frog Dream Date”, a product that,
formally, would not have qualified me for a royalty. Now, along with the entire line, it
was considered a little bit “mine”. Bill Basso did the artwork inside.
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          Looking back on 1982, in retrospect, it’s clear to see that the hand of Fate was putting
pieces into play that would eventually change the destiny of Colorforms, Andy, Adam, Mike, and
me. Andy and Adam were clearly running the business now, and it was prospering. Fueled by
their youthful energy, the next two years would be the brightest of Colorform’s Golden Age. It’s
star would shine, like never before, and then begin to fade.

          The lead item for the year was “Smurf Land” a “Super Deluxe” Play Set. It featured an
incredible collection of “full-color” blue Smurfs and a Mushroom House and Forest that opened
up for inside, outside play. This looks like Bill Basso’s work to me.
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          Meanwhile, "Sugar and Spice" was succeeding, beyond our wildest dreams. Not only
did the play set appear a second year, this time with the new cover pictured, it also generated
three more toys in the Colorforms line, and many more outside. Outside? Yes, Adam and
Andy began licensing the property to other companies, who, like Colorforms, couldn’t get the
Strawberry Shortcake license either, because of Kenner’s tyranny. This was a good second
choice.
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          Here’s Mikes “Sugar and Spice, Sweet Shop” play set. So sweet! Mike was really into
these characters. They were exactly his cup of tea! They got better and better. He was on a
roll! (Tootsie?) Apart from Scratch and Sniff, this was also the first time that Colorforms sets
were printed in Day-Glo inks, which caused the pinks and reds to positively glow.
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          Mike and I Viewed the Success of Sugar and Spice with Mixed emotions. The sweet
smell of Success turned out to be slightly reminiscent of Scratch n’ Sniff Skunk to Mike and
me. Although, Toy Fair 1982 had become a bacchanal of self congratulatory celebration for
Colorforms, it never occurred to anyone there that Mike and I ought to share in the proceeds
they would derive from licensing our creation.

          We consulted "a lawyer", my Uncle Joseph, who really had more important things to
do, as he was, not only, President of the American Bar Association, but also the attorney
who had come forward to defend Bernard Getz, the, so-called, "Subway Vigilante". He
spelled out a variety of things we could do, including sue, which sounded complicated,
expensive, and unduly unfriendly. So we went back and plead our case again with
Colorforms, who, in the end, recanted and threw us a "bone", without ever learning how far
we had traveled down the road to legal recourse.

          Ironically, Sugar and Spice turned out to be a sort of testing ground, in which we were
all unknowingly rehearsing the roles that we would come to play together in the, not so
distant, future.

          While Mike was perfecting the existing Sugar and Spice characters in each successive
set he did, I was having fun creating new ones. This was the very thing that, in my youth, I
had hoped to, one day, do at Disney. My interview there in 1955 revealed that the Character
Development Department had been eliminated. Henceforth, each specialized animator would
design his own. Pumping out a hundred drawings every day, just to occasionally design a
character, wasn’t my forte. Therefore, at the age of 17, even though they “hired” me to begin
work as an “inbetweener”, my desire to join the Disney team faded away. I realized I really
didn’t want to work for Walt Disney; I wanted to be Walt Disney. Now, 26 years later, this was
my chance to play that game. 251
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          Mike continued to pump out Sugar and Spice sets, each one sweeter than the one before it.
This Scratch and Sniff game was probably as stinky as its name, but Oh! It looked so good! This
is a portion of Mike's delicious artwork for the cover. The background color would be stripped in,
later, by the engraver.

          In 1982 the era of Colorforms games was beginning to wane. Digging through a stack of
memories, I came across a pile of game ideas that ended up on the cutting room floor. Toy
designing is like an iceberg; for every idea that sees the light, there are many more below the
water line, that remain forever out of sight. Here are a few that seemed like good ideas at the
time, but, in retrospect, range from ridiculous to just “all right”. The first is a shameless
variation on the classic game of “Chutes and Ladders”, called “Ups and Downs”, featuring
menbugs and ladybugs and a spider. Mike reinterpreted it, using cute little animals in the vastly
improved version below.
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          Who wouldn’t want to attend a Teddy Bear's Picnic, especially if the bears are tame?
Alas, so was this hibernation inducing game. Food again?
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           Can’t remember what this game was called, or if it even had a name. It was not exactly a
timely theme. I much preferred a variation that involved an old timer and a donkey called “Kick
in the Pants” that played and tested well in prototype, but got booted out, in the end. I don’t
know what happened to that working model; I kinda liked it. Maybe it's somewhere around here,
packed in mothballs, along with another rejected game, I can recall, called “Mothballs”.

          The elaborate Rube Goldberg contrivance, below, was called “All Washed Up”, like my
career at Colorforms was, all too soon, to be. God knows what I was thinking. The subject
matter was slightly outdated, to say the least. Appellation Antics, Hummm, not a bad name,
were more popular when I was a kid than they were then in 1982.

          The idea was to hang the wash out on the line, without tipping over the outhouse,
causing Bubba to take flight. In a more complicated version, the privy hits the donkey’s rope,
who kicks over the washtub where Pappy was gettin' washed up too. Must have been Saturday
night.
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          “Gee Wizzard!” This was just a cover sketch. I have no idea what would have been inside.

          “Knock! Knock! Who’s There?” and “Guess Zoo?” were Memory Games with artwork
courtesy of Mike Strouth and Otto Messmer. Few people remembered the name, Otto Messmer,
even in his day, the 1920s and 30s. He was the man behind Felix the Cat. He created and
animated Felix, and drew the comic strip as well. Although, another man, Pat Sullivan, owned
the property, and took all the proceeds and the praise. Vintage Felix was amazing. But the
styling of the secondary characters was every bit as good, or better. I introduced Mike to the
work of Otto Messmer, and he adapted it to both the Memory Games.
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           Otto’s influence is clearly visible, when the animals in “Guess Zoo?” are compared to
the fragment of a 1930s Felix comic strip below.

          Plasticine continued. But 1982 was the last year, in which an enthusiastic new item
would appear. Sales and interest were prematurely drying up, much like the subtly sub-
standard Plasticine that Colorforms was manufacturing was prone to do. A “One Pound
Fun Pack” was introduced. And I continued to have fun, designing the packages. I could
make little Plasticine figures in my sleep by then, and sometimes did, in dreams.

          “Basic Play Shapes” was the most elaborate Plasticine set, ever. It was the Grand
Finale, just before the creative curtain came down. In it, Colorforms met Plasticine. It was
essentially Colorforms Basic Shapes that children could make out of clay. The cover
below was more complex than meets the eye. It required several separate photographs
combined. This process, that would be easy on Photoshop today, had to be done the
hard way, all by hand, back then.

          The set came with a full rainbow of Plasticine colors, as well as a rolling pin and six
shape cutters, with which one could make geometric shapes that would “Stick like
Magic” to create pictures on this colorful Play board. It was a fitting final effort, my last
for Plasticine.
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          Magic Transfers continued in 1982, without originating anything particularly new. I
included them here because they added Sugar and Spice.
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           Shrinky Dinks were off and running. The Muppets, with their elaborate die-cut theatre
and entire cast and tiny figures, was still the lead item in the line. Before the Shrinky Dinks era
was over, Mike would become as sick and tired of making and baking Shrinky Dinks as I was of
playing with Plasticine. It really was a commendable product. When the full sized cutouts
shrink down to dinky size, the thin plastic thickens, and the colored pencil coloring condenses,
to take on a vibrant intensity that is amazing.
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          Last, but not least, is a collaboration that turned out to be extremely pleasing. Mike
and I at our best together. I did the rather complex doll house, and Mike furnished and
populated it with a charming Victorian Family and all their period stuff. When it comes to
teamwork and Shrinky Dinks, this set was “as good as it gets!” Period!
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          The timeline of this website is, admittedly, confusing. It is organized by the items that
appeared in the catalogue for any given year. But, as the catalogues came out each year at
Toy Fair, which was in February, and the photos in them were all shot in December of the
year before, the events involving the creation of the items occurred in the year before as
well. Not that any of this matters, 30 years later. Anyway, the big event for Colorforms in
1982-1983 was the coming of E.T.

          Getting the "E.T." license was huge, and
expen$ive for Colorforms. Therefore, we pulled
out all the stops to introduce six new items. There
would be no standard play set. They all had to be
Deluxe, in one way or another, to generate the out
of this World royalty. The artwork was expensive
too. No one short of Drew Struzan, who had done
the E.T. movie poster, would do. Actually,
Spielberg, himself, had specified that no artist,
other than him, would be allowed to draw E.T.

          Working with Drew Struzan was no simple
process. Although, he was a great illustrator,
when i t  came to doing Colorforms,  the
backgrounds, booklets, and plastic pieces, Drew
didn’t have a clue. So, Bill, Mike and I all
participated in creating finished comps for three
E.T. Colorforms sets. I did the inside-outside
background for the large set and the layout for a
new concept, the “E.T Play Story”. This consisted
of 9 fold out panels with a plastic bag to hold the
“full color” plastic pieces. The vinyl pieces
shown, below, were picked up from Bill’s larger
set. The full-color pieces in the production model
would be painted by Drew.

          Here, the Colorforms “vinyl” plastic pieces were printed in full-color for the first time.
This represented a step both forward and backward in the simultaneous improvement and
decline in the quality of Colorforms. Harry’s first Colorforms consisted of several colors of
vinyl, laid on black laminated pallets, and silk screened with a black line. Once they were
die-cut, the excess vinyl was carefully peeled away by hand. The end result was good
looking with the pieces popping out against the shiny black background. And, by the way,
they really did “stick Like Magic” then.

          As costs rose, Harry fought to retain the peeling process. Eventually, someone came
up with the bright idea of printing the black right on the plastic, so it looked somewhat the
same, and letting the l kids peel the excess off themselves. This, in Harry’s opinion, was a
step backward.

          Then additional colors were added to the screening process, one or two, besides the
black. This was a step forward. Although, it sometimes led to unfortunate results. For
instance, when “flesh color” was added to the “Welcome Back Kotter” set, pale pink didn’t
seem appropriate for the black character. So he remained the color of the plastic he was
situated on, which in this case happened to be green. No one at Colorforms even noticed,
until outraged letters were received.
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          Now in the “E.T. Play Story” the final vinyl step was taken. Full-color lithography on
white vinyl. This was a step forward, in that it looked “better” to some, and was cheaper to
produce. But it had its downside too. 1. The printable plastic was thinner. 2. The black pallets
were gone, replaced by slippery white paper. Once removed, the pieces didn’t stick to it again,
so it was difficult to put them away. 3. The plastic pieces didn’t “Stick like Magic” any more. 4.
The “LOOK” of Colorforms was gone, as the pieces looked more like paper than plastic.

          When the 3 Colorforms comps were finished, they had to be approved by E.T.’s
producer, Kathleen Kennedy, before they could be passed on to Drew Struzan to substitute
his “Official” artwork for our own. This should have been a routine procedure. FedEx could
have had them on her desk the following day! OH NO! That wouldn’t do! Kathleen Kennedy
adamantly insisted that they be presented to her in person by Colorform's Art Director!" That
(GULP!) was me!

          My first reaction was to say “NO WAY!”. I’m not risking my life for E.T. I suggested they
send Mike, if he was willing, instead of me. So the arrangements were made for him to go.
Meanwhile, I got to thinking. Three major Comic Character collectors lived in L.A. Two were
my friends already, and the third would like to be. This was my chance to see their
Collections. On second thought, I’d risk my life for Mickey Mouse, if not E.T.!

          So I called Andy and said, I changed my mind and was willing, if they still wanted me to
go. As Mike was already Hot on the idea, Andy said “We'll send you both.”
So 3 days later we found ourselves in California, where my friend Chet Moriyama led us on a
whirlwind tour of Comic Character collections, beginning with his own, Amazing! Then to
meet the legendary Lynn Becker, who had been sucking up every Comic Character item in
the state of California for years, Awesome! And from there to my friend Bernie Shine, the
Best!

          Chet later sold his collection to fulfill his dream of “a million dollar home” in his native
Hawaii, where he is living happily to this day. Lynn, eventually, sold his, as well, and moved
to Las Vegas. But Bernie still has his collection, now better than ever. Along with that of my
friend John Fawcett, in Maine, it is one the last great Comic Character collections that remain.
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          The following day, Chet dropped us off in time for our one o’clock appointment at
Universal Studios, and waited for us outside. We were directed to a rather unimpressive little
outbuilding, and then ushered into Kathleen Kennedy’s office, to wait. She was half an hour late.
Both Kathleen and her lunch arrived at the same time. For a great Hollywood producer, she was
surprisingly young and unimpressive too. She could have been a secretary in the typing pool.
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          Mike and I sat there in two chairs across from her desk, feeling invisible, for another 20
minutes, while we watched her eat her lunch. Then she looked up and acknowledged us, as if
we’d suddenly appeared. We took the comps out of the bag, and explained that the finished
toys would look the same, except that Drew would draw the art. Kathleen Kennedy replied:
“They look good! Good bye!”
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          The actual "meeting" part of the meeting, for which we had to fly to California, lasted
all of 3 minutes flat, if that. Oh, the Audacity of the Rich (or word that rhymes with it) and
Famous! From there, Chet took us to a great place for dinner, where we rejoiced and
celebrated. All in all, we had a ball! The trip had been a great success, entirely thanks to
Chet!

          There was also one more set, “E.T. Giant Sewing Cards”. Colorforms was willing to
produce any E.T. item they could get. These consisted of pre-existing art by Drew that we
could pick-up free of charge.
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           Plasticine was not dead yet, only on the way to slowly dying. Always looking for new
ways to package it, I came up with this Six Pack. Of course, the hand-drawn images on this
comp were soon replaced by clay. One such attempt to package Plasticine in a unique way,
although rejected at the time, was about to open the door of Destiny, next year, as you shall
see.
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          Behold a really Bad Idea! Where was Stan Schwartz, when we needed him…. to
proclaim: “Rolling Ball Puzzles DON’T SELL!”? I had first encountered these in France,
where they were called “jeu d’adresse”, and were quite popular throughout the 19th Century.
Now I addressed myself to them in 1982, and Colorforms swallowed the idea “Hook Line and
Stinker.” And what a stinker they turned out to be! But how could Colorforms resist the
appeal of being able to sell an empty blister card with just a few balls in it?

          The concept started as a bunch of drawings, of which the two, below, that were never
produced, were among my favorites.
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          Video Games were Hot, and thus, Colorforms opted for this next design, and I found
myself in hot water. The drawing is self-explanatory, a vacuum-formed piece, printed to look
like a video game with an acetate window and a rolling ball inside. This whole exercise turned
out to be a grueling crash course in how art for vacuum-forming is done.
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          First a 3D model was sculpted by a model shop, with removable inserts for 3 different
games. Then impressions were vacuum-formed in pure white plastic. Next, I had to carefully
draw the art, right on the 3-dimensionsl formed plastic. Believe me, this was NOT easy! After
that, the plastic was flattened out again. And I redrew the art, one more time, using the
resulting distortions as a guide. That line was printed on plastic and formed again for
testing. Whatever adjustments proved necessary were made, and Mike used the resulting
image as a guide for doing the finished artwork, which, Thank God, became his job, not
mine. Below are the three finished vacuum-formed pieces for the games, without the acetate
windows and balls inside.
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          The three items, above, were only the beginning of an entire line of A-MAZE-ING mazes.
The ad, below, ran on the back cover of Playthings Magazine in 1983. If, by chance, you’re
wondering how I spent my time that year, just keep in mind that all the items shown below are
actually hand-drawn comps, hand-drawn by me. The sloppy way the Colorforms logo is drawn
and my messy handwriting gives the game away.
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          Seen enough? There’s more, some ideas that happened, and others that did not. The
most amazing thing about A-Maze-ing Mazes was how quickly they managed to disappear.
They were gone from Colorform’s line by the following year. Andy and Adam did the same.
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          “Q-bert” A-Maze-ing “Fuzzy Fun” is an interesting example of how harmoniously Mike
and I worked together. We were a perfect team. My comp is on the left. Mikes finished art is on
the right. I had to use an existing blister for the prototype. A custom-made blister was created
for the finished product.
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          The major Shrinky Dinks introduction for 1983 was the “SMURF” Play Set. It featured a
tricky piece of paper construction that formed a “Miniature Mushroom House” concocted by
yours truly, and an army of little blue Smurfs, and one Smurfette, designed, colored, cut, and
baked by Mike. The original handmade prototype, above, has miraculously survived.
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           E.T. invaded Shrinky Dinks as well. The contents of this set were recycled from art
generated for the Colorforms play sets, so it was easy to do. Just color the pre-printed
Shrinky Dinks plastic sheets, cut them out, and bake then for 4 Magic Minutes. They Shrink
Like Magic before your eyes! After 4 Magic Months, the sales of E.T. merchandise began to
Shrink Like Magic too.
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          Another innovation for Shrinky Dinks, and excuse for doing yet more Smurfs and
E.T. items, were “Mini Masterpieces”. Each set contained 2 pre-printed scenes and colored
pencils. Anyone as talented as Drew Struzan could simply color them, shrink them, and
frame them in the Miniature Plastic Frame, included.
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          “Rub n’ Play Transfers” continued with a series of Video Game related items. There was
no longer a background included. I, alas, plead guilty to coming up with the slogan /
instructions: “Rub 'em here! Rub 'em there! Rub 'em EVERYWHERE!” It seemed innocent
enough at the time. Who knew that the following year Michael Jackson was going to be added
to the line?
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          The 1983 Catalogue you just read was where things stood, as of Toy Fair, in February
of 1983. A whole year of events still lay ahead. Let me tell you about one terrible day:

          Reluctant to spend money on anything but Comic Character collectibles, I had run our
family cars into the ground. At one point, both cars broke down in town, and I had to hitch a
ride home on my neighbor's golf cart. So I willingly let my daughters take advantage of my
midlife crises, and talk me into ordering a semi sports car, called a Toyota “Supra”. The
Toyota Showroom was located a mile from Colorforms in Ramsey N.J. and my car was
sitting on the lot, waiting for me. All I had to do was stop by after a meeting at Colorforms,
that day, sign the papers, hand over my Pacer, and drive away in a new Supra.

          Meanwhile, out in California, Harry’s varied interests had led him in many wild
directions, and further away from Colorforms with each passing day. Moreover, he was
utilizing resources for his altruistic projects that should have gone for advertising. Thank
God for Andy and Adam! Contrary to whatever doubts and preconceptions one might have
about sons who assume the leadership of their father’s business, these guys had proved
their mettle, fighting an uphill battle, and leading Colorforms to Victory, time and time again.
Under their enthusiastic guidance, business blossomed and the company prospered, as it
never had in Harry’s day. I prospered too, beyond anybody’s expectations or intentions. And
working with them both was fun and exciting.

          When I arrived at Colorforms that morning, there was a buzz in the air. Harry had
called from California to announce that he had put a woman on a plane the night before, who
was due to arrive at Colorforms later that day. When she got there, all work was to stop,
both in the offices and in the factory, and all employees were to gather in the cafeteria to
hear her deliver a lecture on the “Joys of Blue-Green Algae”

          In the course of the day that followed, Adam on the phone with Harry voiced objection
to stopping all work at the factory to hear a lecture on blue-green algae, asserting that it was
an expensive waste of time. Both he and Harry lost their tempers, and by the time the
conversation was over, Adam and Andy’s careers at Colorforms were over too.

          Later that day, I sat beside them in the cafeteria. All three of us were in a state of
shock and disbelief. As the lecturer droned on about how she had been cured of cancer by
blue-green algae, the world, that had once been my reality, became a surreal nightmare
fantasy. Now looking back, in retrospect, 25 years later, on the events of that fateful day, I
realize that, there and then, the Golden Age of Colorforms came to an END.

          Heading home that afternoon, it must have been late Fall, for it was growing dark
already. As I approached the Toyota dealership, where I was expected, I hesitated a moment,
then kept on driving. My thoughts were: “I am working with a Madman, in a world of sheer
Insanity! How can I in my right mind sign up for an expensive sports car? A mile farther
down the road, my vehicle, as usual, began to shake and rattle. I happened to be passing a
Honda Showroom. It was brightly lit, like a friendly beacon, beckoning to me in the night . I
pulled in and bought a Honda.

All Photographs Copyright MEL BIRNKRANT
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          1984 was only marginally better than George Orwell predicted it would be. Big Brother
wasn’t watching any more. Actually, he and his younger brother, Adam were (secretly)
going into business with me. Meanwhile, Chuck Cohen was elevated from sales manager to
President, at least according to his resume. That was the good news!

          As for the bad: Harry filled Andy’s empty chair with a person named Len Sausen. I
was never quite sure what Len did there, but whatever his job profile might have been,
"Marketing Manager ", perhaps, it often put him in direct conflict and competition with me.
As for his personality, I found it to be a combination of chutzpah and vulgarity, seasoned
with a propensity for pomposity. I searched, in vain, for some quality that, either in his eyes
or mine, might serve as valid rationale for his overbearing self esteem.

          Into this mix, throw the Megalomaniacal Madness of Michael Jackson, and you have
1984. I spent the year puzzling over what to do, and pumping out Puzzles up the wazoo.

          Michael Jackson was the Hot property that year. Everyone was clamoring for the
license, and Colorforms was one of the few who got it! Wow! We planned to pull out all the
stops and do as many items as we could, much as we did with E.T. the year before. There
was no time to waste, as E.T. had already Phoned Home and disappeared. One other lucky
toy company, “LJN” made news by landing the license to make a Michael Jackson doll.

          The following ad appeared in several trade publications, heralding what Colorforms
intended to do. And then the HELL began!
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The ad above is IT! You just saw it all! There was nothing else to show for Colorforms
biggest introduction of the year. Counting a line of Jig-saw Puzzles, Colorforms, Shrinky
Dinks, Rub n’ Play, and two new categories, “Lazer Blazers”, and “Puzzleforms”, there
were some 12 items or more, planned. And not one of them appeared in the catalogue that
year! How could that be?

Upon signing the licensing contract, Colorforms was issued a package of “official”
photographs, all high quality transparencies, familiar images that had been reproduced
and seen everywhere. We based all our products on these photographs, reproducing them
faithfully and never altering them in any way. Yet Michael would not “OK” anything we
submitted for approval. Something as simple as a jigsaw puzzle, using an oft publish
image his own organization had given us, inevitably failed to please. We would lavish our
most expensive lithography on reproducing it perfectly, and the proof sheet would come
back to us with a cryptic note saying “Michael doesn’t like it”, and no explanation why.
Just an invitation to “Try again!” All we could do was guess what to do next.

It was like dealing with a tyrannical child king, the sort one only encounters in fairy tales,
whose frustrated subjects would gladly sacrifice their lives to please him, trying in vain to
meet his every whimsical irrational and impossible demand. A fierce and scary woman did
his speaking for him. She was a cross between a pit bull and the Queen of Hearts, “NO!” is
what Michael said. Take it or leave it! Off with your head!”

Meanwhile LJN was going through the same thing with the doll, only more publicly.
Articles appeared in the newspapers about the fact that LJN was sculpting the doll, again
and again, and yet, Prince Michael rejected every one. Colorforms too, lavished a fortune
in time and money. They carried many of the sets to near completion, only to find that
none would please him. By this time, the year was passing. Toy Fair and the Catalogue
were over, and there was nothing to show.

          Then the News broke! The headlines
in the newspapers proclaimed, LJN’s doll
had finally met Michael’s approval! WOW!
Len called up LJN and explained that we
were in the same boat as they were, and
begged them to disclose how they managed
to please him. The secret was simple,
although, no one on Michael’s staff would
reveal it. LJN explained: “Michael regards
himself as “white”. Just make him white!” I
called the engraver and said, “Wherever
Michael’s skin appears, cut back the black
plate 80%, and remove the blue dot
altogether. Just leave the red and yellow. He
did, and Michael loved it.

          By this time, it was essentially too late. The 1984 Michael Jackson rage was over.
Colorforms threw the sets out there, and they sold well for a while, then died. The
following year, Michael Jackson was no longer in the line.

          As there was nothing in the catalogue, and I saved none of the actual sets for
myself, there are no photographs to show you. I gathered this potpourri of images from
eBay and the internet.
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          “Rainbow Brite” was a cunningly contrived Hallmark property. And 1984 was her year to
shine. This “Super Deluxe Play Set" led the Colorforms line. The theme was colors and the
vinyl pieces in this set were silk-screened in many colors to be more colorful than ever.

           As Creative Director, I sat in on all the licensing presentations, and saw first-hand how
they were put together. Hallmark’s Licensing Manager, who represented all their products,
was a dynamic young lady, who resembled Tinker Bell, named, Cheryl Stoebenau. We would
meet again before the following year was over.
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          “The Cabbage Patch Kids” were still hot in 1984. Bill Basso gave them the “Colorforms
Play House” treatment, another charming doll house in the tradition of his Raggedy Ann and
Holly Hobby.
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          The new “innovation” for the year was “Puzzleforms”. It began with the comp below, but
soon evolved into a frame-tray puzzle. It’s a Puzzle! It’s a Colorforms Play Set! It’s Two Toys in
one! It’s PUZZLEFORMS! Colorforms invested all its hottest licensed properties in this item,
and it paid off. Puzzleforms reappeared the next year, and stayed at Colorforms longer than me.
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          Rainbow Brite appeared in two Shrinky Dinks sets that year. The second of these, the
“Rainbow Brite Play Set” was quite spectacular, and lots of fun to do. I loved working on the
comp below.
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          It carried me back to one of my earliest memories, the glorious Fantasia punch-out book
I had when I was three. It was the eve of World War II, and toys made of paper were
commonplace then. Paper dolls for girls, punch out books, paper planes, trains and model
sets for boys; throughout my wartime childhood, these were the toys. Colorforms truly
continued that tradition. Their dress-up sets and play sets derive their inspiration form an era
when one could still have a good time for a dime.
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          And for the boys there was: "Shrinky Dinks Masters of the Universe Play Set". Castle
Grayskull and all the characters, complete in one box; this set was extremely satisfying. I lost
the comp along the way, but I did see one of the production pieces in the cellar the other day. I
wonder if I still have the plastic pieces that Mike dutifully drew and shrank? If I can find them, it
would merit a photo. Yes , here they are. The colors much truer here than they appear on the
package.
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          OK! Let's take a break, here in the middle of the catalogue, to talk about the Secret that
was going on all year. The rest of the catalogue is boring, anyway. It’s essentially a line of
jig-saw puzzles, until it ends up in a Lazer Blaze of glory, but you might be asleep by then.
So….

          Shortly after Andy and Adam left Colorforms, like, would you believe, the next day?,
they contacted me to discuss their future plans, which were to start their own toy
development and licensing organization, and invited me to join them. I eagerly agreed, and
we have remained partners to this very day. Meanwhile, until things got off the ground, I
would continue to perform my chores at Colorforms.

          They called the company “Kiss Communications”, referring to “Kislevitz” plus
communications, or “KISCOM”, for short. And thus, began a series of weekly meetings at my
house that continued for many years. They already had a project in mind: “WEENIES”

          Sometime in the distant past, a small container of marzipan made its way to our
refrigerator. It was packaged in a plastic sleeve and tied off at each end to form a sausage
shape, about the size of an average knockwurst, and was imported from Germany. On the
package was a drawing of a teddy bear. Every time I opened the refrigerator door, I would
see it there, eye level in the butter tray, and vow to open it, and make that teddy bear one
day. It remained there for years, as things in our refrigerator have been known to do. There
are secret places way down below in the back that have never seen the light of day. To
explore what is buried there would constitute an archeological dig. But that marzipan was
always in my face, and never went away. So when working on Plasticine the possibility of
packaging it like that marzipan sausage came to mind. 310



          With the plastic wrapper removed, plug-in plastic body parts could be inserted in the
clay to make ”Weenie People” In the tradition of “Mr. Potato Head”.

           There could even be a whole Plasticine Weenie Set.
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          Andy and Adam had a different vision, one that never occurred to me: “The
WEENIES” as a licensed property! WOW! What a GREAT Idea! There was an air of
excitement at our weekly brainstorming sessions, as we discussed the possibilities for
different characters, their personalities and stories. We even had a Weenie Wanguage.
Weenies, weplaced their “Rs and Ls” with Ws.

           Looking back over my years in Toyland, I believe the times I relished most, were
those golden days when Andy, Adam and I, together, followed the Yellow Mustard Road to
Bunville, and the “Weenies” were born.

          Even though, the project was well underway, I nevertheless, felt like Dumbo,
precariously perched on the edge of a high cliff, about to jump off into the great abyss. Like
him, I convinced myself I needed a Magic Feather. This seemed like too big a leap to take
alone. So at the cost of half my share of half the royalties, I brought Mike Strouth on board.

          A few months later, Andy and Adam walked into Coleco with the presentation that you
can see in its entirety below. And they walked out with a deal that exceeded and fulfilled our
wildest Dreams. Coleco was at the pinnacle of their success with the Cabbage Patch Kids,
and Weenies, they proclaimed, would be their next Big Thing.
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          Having seen numerous licensing presentations, I knew they usually consisted of a
series of boards, introducing each character. And the best of them, the sort that Hallmark
did, also had a spectacular “Knock Your Socks Off” Diorama, guaranteed to win over even
the most critical viewer. I set about doing the Character boards. There were thirteen, in all.
The character profiles were self explanatory, funny, short and to the point. Adam, Andy and
I wrote these together at our weekly meetings, and honed them down to razor sharp
perfection.
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          Mike Strouth didn’t let us down. He
created th is  Fabulous d iorama of
“Bunville” that was the Crowning Glory of
the presentation. As Grand Finale, it filled
the bill many times over! Huge both in size
and concept, the narrow confines of this
screen can’t do it justice.

Copyright Acknowledgment: All images of
WEENIES and other

Products and Images, created by Mel
Birnkrant and Mike Strouth are Copyright

(c) KISCOM/ The OBB

           Throughout the year Mike and I pumped out vast quantities of artwork. And Guess
What? Coleco hired Cheryl Stoebenau away from Hallmark to take charge of the Licensing of
Weenies! I told you we would meet again.
Throughout the year Mike and I pumped out vast quantities of artwork. And Guess What?
Coleco hired Cheryl Stoebenau away from Hallmark to take charge of the Licensing of
Weenies! I told you we would meet again. The first thing that she requested was a Weenies
Style Book. Once again I got my chance to explore what it would have been like if I had opted
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           The first thing that she requested was a Weenies Style Book. Once again I got my chance
to explore what it would have been like if I had opted to take that job with Disney. I worked
nonstop, pumping out animation drawings for each character. And Mike and I together did
board after board of product concepts.

           These were great days. Coleco was even producing an animated TV Special, and I spent
hours on the phone collaborating with the writer. We even composed songs together.
Meanwhile, the licensing program was going Great. Cheryl rented a suite at the Helmsley
Palace to present the Weenies to the industry. I created this display for the occasion. Mike and
I were present for the initial presentation. As each character was introduced, one figure after
another was added to the display, until the whole thing was assembled, as you see it here.
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           We stayed away the second day, as that was the day Colorforms was scheduled to
appear. I later learned that was the day that I got busted. Colorforms knew that this was Adam
and Andy’s property, but they didn’t know that I was involved. At least, not until Len Sausen
recognized my handwriting in the Magic Marker on the back of every board. I believe Mike
escaped detection.

          Of course Len immediately told Harry, who never said a word to me. As I wasn’t an
employee, he couldn’t very well fire me. Furthermore, as this was his son’s property, he could
take a certain pride and solace in his oft stated philosophy, “Acorns don’t fall far from the
tree!”

          The Helmsley presentation proved to be a great success. By the time was over, there
were 30 Manufacturers on board. Artwork for everything, from slippers to sleeping bags,
began pouring in for my approval.

          Amidst all the excitement, my obligations to Colorforms continued. The next project we
undertook was Jig Saw Puzzles. Products like the Outer Space Men Puzzles had proved that
Colorforms was well equipped to manufacture jig-saw puzzles. So why not do it? Hallmark
had been highly successful producing a series of up-scale jig-saw puzzles for the gift trade.
They were elegant and expensive. I convinced Harry that we could emulate the look and feel
of those at a fraction of the cost. And so, the jig-saw puzzles became my personal project.
This involved everything from choosing the subject matter, to doing the package art.
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          Last of all, was “Lazer Blazers” 3-D Holographic Stickers. These were cutting edge
technology. I can’t remember how they came be, but I do remember naming them. And rather
than being clever, it was not until years later, that I realized laser was spelled with an “S” and
not a “Z”. I also remember writing the overlong copy on the page below, and coming up with the
look of the packages, and even doing the art for the first several sets of laser stickers, as well as
the unicorn cover of the Collector's album. But that’s all I can remember. The rest is just a blur
to me.
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           Colorforms began 1985 with all their Lazers Blazing. The cover of the catalogue was an
actual Lazer Blazer sticker, against a field of black. The lead item for that year wus “Wuzzles”.
These were a bunch of mixed-up animals who lived in the “Land of Wuz”. This concept wus
about as contrived as they come. I never could quite figure out what they wuz! But that such a
thing could even exist wuz sure encouraging to us, Kiscom and I, as we tried our hand at the
same game.
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          Several years before, when I was bombarding Harry with any variation I could think up to
stake a claim on Colorforms, one of the concepts I showed him was “Snoopy 3-D Colorforms”.
Of all the product innovations I tried, this one stirred up the least enthusiasm. The fact that it
required glasses resulted in immediate rejection. Now, years later, a guy who had been around
for years, adapting comic books to 3-D, walked through the door of Colorforms and offered
the concept to Len Sausen. And Len, with all the passion of someone who had a vested
interest, licensed this generic concept and offered its presenter a royalty of 5%.
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          Ouch! This stung a little, especially, as I was the guy who had to create the multi-layered
backgrounds, just as I would have done for 3-D Snoopy. The vinyl pieces had to be conceived
in layers too, with wide white borders to allow room for the double image. Mike and I plowed
through these complex time-consuming sets together, “Thunder Cats” and "Golden Girls".
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          Puzzleforms continued with Wuzzles and Robot Man, a concept that never quite took off.
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           The name “Color N’ Play” returned on my new contrivance for the year. This involved
coloring the background with non-Crayola crayons, then placing it under an acetate overlay
and pretending the new full-color lithographed vinyl Colorforms could still “Stick like Magic”.
There were two titles, “Cabbage Patch Kids” and “Wuzzles”.
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          The Rub n’ Play transfer sets continued with 3 new titles, Rainbow Brite and Cabbage
Patch appearing on TV, and a third proposed title, so “new" there was nothing to show,
“Sectaurs”. Ouch! again. That one Hurt; I'll explain why.
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          This is as good a place as any to talk about the Weenies. When Coleco took on Weenies,
they were working on another concept as well, “Sectaurs”. There were two product managers at
Coleco, who were, more or less, in competition with each other to push the line, to which they
were assigned. In this case, Harvey Zelman was in charge of Weenies, and Jerry Wood
championed Sectaurs. Jerry was winning the race. His product was progressing faster than
Weenies.
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           A Sectaur was, basically, a black glove with a bug body attached. When a child put his
hand in the glove, he could make it look like the bug was walking. The effect was dramatic.
Then a line of action figures was created to ride the bugs, and that was Sectaurs. Sectaurs was
a product oriented concept; the license grew out of the product. Weenies, on the other hand,
were Character oriented. Let's face it, they were Mickey Mouse and his pals, reincarnated as
hot dogs. There was no central product. But the characters, as was the case with Mickey
Mouse, could be applied to anything from toys to timepieces.
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          The Public saw Coleco as a company at the pinnacle of success, overflowing with the
proceeds of the Cabbage Patch Kids. So did we. While, in reality, they were in trouble and on
the brink of Bankruptcy.

          They had invested in an ill-fated
computer, called the "Adam" that turned
out to be a disaster. How bad was it?
Cabbage Patch Kid owner ’s  were
supposed to get a birthday card on their
doll's first birthday. The postage, alone,
would have been millions. Coleco couldn’t
afford to send them. Some woman sued,
and the story made the newspapers.

          Coleco realized they could only
afford to introduce one new product. And,
primarily because it had a product feature
that would look exciting in a 30 second
commercial, Sectaurs was the chosen
one. Even though, there were 30 licensees
on board, and with tens of thousands in
advances and guarantees already paid,
the Weenies had to go. Ironically, Jerry
Wood, eventually left Coleco to go into toy
inventing, and worked with Kiscom too.

          How sad were we? Devastated! But
Coleco made good on the advance and
guarantee ,  pay ing us  in  month ly
installments, throughout the following
year. And so it was that “Close, But No
Cigar” was proving to be a lucrative
career.

          Meanwhile Adam and Andy and I were already working on another property. This time I
was flying solo. It was called “LULLABY DREAMERS."

          Every night when the sun goes down, and a million twinkling stars fill the midnight sky.
The Man in the Moon, himself, comes out and winks a friendly eye, as silently on the winds of
night a majestic ship sails by. It is the Dreamboat, and its Captain is the Sandman, a merry
elf-like fellow, who circles the Earth at bedtime, sprinkling his Magic Sand in the eyes of
sleepy children everywhere, to transport them to the Land of Dreams.

          Kiscom transported Lullaby Dreamers to CBS Toys, a division of CBS TV, and sold it to
them instantly. The deal itself, was Dreamy, even bigger than the Weenies.

          Meanwhile, I endured another year at Colorforms. While getting their entire line
together, and making sure everything was on time, as well as being on time myself, for every
important flea market, antique or toy show on the East Coast, proved to be a full-time job. My
body somehow managed it, while my head and heart was with the Sandman, drifting through
the Dreamland sky.
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          Then, one morning, we woke up to discover that CBS, the parent company, had
dropped CBS Toys. And that was the end of the toy division, the company, the factory, the
employees, and the toys. Everything, including Lullaby Dreamers, which had been renamed,
“Sleep Stars”, had to go. We rubbed our eyes in disbelief. Was all this just a Dream? Maybe!
Then again, perhaps it really happened, after all, for underneath my pillow, the following
morning, I found a big fat check.

          Colorforms Puzzle line continued to grow in 1985. This fabulous Robot poster caught
my toy collector's eye. Colorforms tracked down its creator, a Canadian artist and toy
collector, and it became a puzzle in the line.
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          Years later, I met the poster’s creator in person, quite by accident at Atlantic City. He
ended up visiting my house, and selling me a fabulously rare Mickey.

          Four colorful new puzzles by artist Chris Davenport were also added to the line.
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          Meanwhile, things at Colorforms were getting crazier, by the day. With Chuck and Len at
the tiller, the ship of Colorforms began to flounder. And I began to wonder how far off course it
would wander into uncharted waters, seemingly, without a rudder. Thinking back to Stan
Schwartz’s approach to merchandising, and the wisdom of creating items that logically
expanded the Colorforms line, made the items that Len dragged through the door, and paid a
5% royalty for, seem all the more asinine.
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          Nothing epitomized his lousy merchandising more dramatically than “Toothpaste
Toppers” If one were to hold a contest to find the most illogical and ridiculous item that
Colorforms could make, this would take the cake. Would you believe screw-on replacement
caps for tubes of toothpaste in the shape of the severed heads of He-Man, Skeletor, and
Rainbow Brite? The toothpaste (not Included) oozed out of their brains. They were
appropriately presented in a “dump display”
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          As 1985 came to an end, working with Kiscom had become a dream come true, and
Colorforms a nightmare. The message couldn't have been more loud and clear. The
handwriting was on the wall, or, I should say, spelled out in toothpaste on the bathroom mirror.
It told me that the end of my time at Colorforms was near.

          I'm embarrassed to admit that I did the creepy packages below. I, especially, hated the
one with He-Man, hugging a giant toothpaste tube, complete with Skeletor's head on top. Didn’t
his mother teach him to squeeze from the bottom, not the top? This was one of the worst
products Colorforms ever produced. Not since “Springtime for Hitler”, was a "production"
more likely to flop!
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          Meanwhile, the Lazer Blazer line continued to grow. And several new titles were added
to the expanding list of properties. They were even advertised on TV.
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          And so Toy Fair 1985 was over, and the year had just begun. As you have seen already, it
had its ups and downs. My secret double life continued. The Sleep Stars had blazed by,
undetected, in the twinkling of an eye, because they never actually appeared. But Kiscom and I
would place another big project, before the end of the year.
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          And so this brings us to the final chapter of a book I am about to close forever. What
began as a phone call, 20 years before, ended as another 20 years later. The writing had long
before been on the wall. It came as no surprise.

          Meanwhile, 1986 was essentially a lousy year in terms of Colorforms innovations. With
Harry permanently on vacation, Colorforms had become a breeding ground for self-interested
secret motivation. Many there were making deals and doing business on the side; I, myself, of
course, included. The cat was away, busy at play in La La Land, leaving his business, wife, and
kids behind.

          The Hot property for the year was a piece of crap called Popples. God knows why I
include it here. There certainly was none of my innovation in the product presentation, maybe
because it led off the line, page one in the catalogue. That’s how far Colorforms and the times
had fallen.

          Popples was a plush product, cutesy animals that turned themselves outside-in to
become a lumpy ball, by stuffing themselves into an attached placenta. Then they popped
outside-out to be their hollow selves again. Or one could plump them up, if they desired, by
stuffing their afterbirth inside. This toy had been expanded to become a licensed property; just
what Kiscom and I were trying to do.
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          The 3-D Play Sets were still in play. And Muppet Babies had joined the fray. Even with
the Magic Glasses, the public couldn’t see it. But, Len and Colorforms kept pushing it anyway.
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          Color N’ Play survived, and “those winsome Pound Puppies” had joined the line. They
were really ugly, Cabbage Patch gone to the dogs. Buy this dog, or it will be “put to sleep!”.
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           Rub n’ Play was also still alive. Crummy Bears had joined the line and Muppet Babies,
featuring the impressive draftsmanship of Anne Gayler. She was an artist’s artist, if there ever
was one.
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           As you can see, there was little to be excited about at Toy Fair 1986. And yet, I was
very excited, indeed, for just ahead, across the rainbow bridge that led from the front door of
Colorforms to Schaper’s Showroom, was my personal Valhalla, where I hoped to grab the
Golden Ring, and escape the Twilight of the Gods that was taking place behind me.

          It was there that our next big project, “ANIMAX” was on display.

           Meanwhile, back at Colorforms, the Puzzle line continued. There were some good ones
this year. First a fabulous vision of OZ by Greg Hildebrandt, in which our familiar friends, and
Toto too, emerge from their perilous journey through the dominion of lions and tigers and
bears, to step into the light, and behold a glorious vision of the Emerald City. As I crossed
the bridge to Schaper, I felt that I was emerging too. Then, there was Len’s contribution to
the line. He was on the puzzle hunt, as well, and dug up this one, for which he paid someone
a royalty, a cocky leghorn in a box marked, “Boss”.

          But the puzzle I wish to bring to your attention is “Uncle Sam and Aunt Sarah”. Uncle
Sam is actually Harry, and that is his first wife Pat, as “Aunt Sarah”, a name and character
Harry invented. Her body language, even in the puzzle, showed that she was beginning to
pull away.
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           Then came a series of puzzles based on the Muppet’s "Kermitage" Collection,
brilliant, as usual. There was a new Antique Doll and two exciting Toy Robot puzzles too.
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          But, last of all, a fitting finish to the year, as well as my Colorforms career, was Harry,
looking great as Uncle Sam again; this time, with a hammer in his hand. This image carries
with it great significance. Above all, Harry saw himself as an American, made in America.
And he took great pride in the fact that Colorforms were made in America too. His life had
been the realization of, and a living testament to, the American Dream.
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          Toy Fair ended on a slightly sour note. A bright young lady and avid fan of the TV show
Miami Vice, had invented a game based on the show. She had peddled it to all the major
game companies, without success, until scraping the bottom of the barrel led her to Len. He
embraced it willingly, although, Colorforms had no logical reason to be producing this
unrelated game. He offered her a 5% royalty, for what was, essentially, a map of Miami, a
deck of cards and a pair of dice. Mike and I got the uninspiring task of making this look nice.
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          Then David Letterman’s staff got wind of this story, “Underage young lady invents and
sells a game”! And arrangements were made for David Letterman, himself, to come to the
Colorforms showroom, during Toy Fair, to interview her for TV.

          David Letterman was young and fresh and new to the TV screen in 1986, and the
secretaries at Colorforms, in New Jersey, were all atwitter. Somehow, they managed to get
themselves to the Colorforms Showroom to meet this funny, friendly, charismatic talk show
host, in person. I watched the drama, inconspicuously, from a corner of the showroom.
Bottom line, when the camera wasn’t rolling, cute compelling David showed himself to be a
rude, unpleasant, angry, fellow, who disdainfully brushed the disillusioned secretaries away.
They went home shocked and disappointed, vowing to never watch his show again. And this
was many years ago, well before his darker side was publicly exposed.
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THE FINAL CHAPTER
          From the day Adam and Andy walked out the door of Colorforms, and other feet, too
big for their boots, yet too small to fill Andy and Adam’s shoes, walked in, I knew my days
at Colorforms were numbered. Harry was fully aware he had hired conflict and adversity.
One aspect of his complex personality took pleasure in disrupting harmony. As he once
explained to me, he thought it kept his minions “on their toes”.

           Colorforms had become a hotbed of infighting, backbiting and political intrigue. And
mine was the back most bitten, as my situation was the most intriguing.

          There had always been two camps of opinion at Colorforms, two schools of thought,
regarding me. They existed, not only, throughout the company, but actually inside each
individual there. One resented the fact that they had to trudge to work each day, while I,
like Harry, got to stay at home and play. Thus, some of Colorforms employees were
consumed with jealously and erroneously regarded me as an employee, one far more
unfairly privileged than they. Others thought: if only Colorforms had an art department on
the premises, they could walk in and out, throughout the day, and look over the artist’s
shoulders to offer their astute, although admittedly untrained, opinions on the works in
progress.

          Actually, at one time, Harry had hired an in-house Art Director, a nice enough guy.
He put together a little studio at Colorforms, and soon discovered that no one bothered to
look over his shoulder, and if they did, they had nothing constructive to say. He sat there 8
hours a day for about 6 months, and only managed to art direct one small Popeye play set.
But that wasn’t why he was let go. One day, I’m told, he opened the trunk of his car, within
sight of Harry, who spotted some oil paintings in there, and asked him what they were.
The young man explained that he was importing them from Israel. Harry said you can’t
work for Colorforms and be doing your own business on the side, and fired him, right then
and there.

          Fortunately, I was never an employee, which was one of several complicated
reasons Harry was reluctant to ”fire” me. Even though I was doing a lot more than
importing paintings, and he knew it; the fact remained, I was helping his sons succeed.
And, in spite of all, Colorforms, too, was doing well.

         Those at Colorforms, who were, more or less, on my side, realized that Colorforms
had been stuck at three and a half million in annual sales for several years before I joined
the company, and seemingly, with my help, that annual number had multiplied by five.

          The situation had, more or less, come to a head at Toy Fair 1986, as those, who
aspired to be "the powers that be", knew I had sharp eyes and a sharp tongue, as well as
Harry’s ear. So they refocused their sites on me, not realizing that Harry was so
preoccupied, elsewhere, he really didn’t care. But that is not to say he wasn’t unhappy
with me. Now that my role had become more bread and butter, making sure that some 76
Products and the Catalogue and Showroom were all done on time that year. I was doing
much less “innovating.” Therefore, if Harry found me less invigorating, let's face it, he was
right. Besides, I was running out of ideas for variations and applications for full color
plastic pieces that no longer stuck like magic, anyway
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          So, one afternoon, not long after Toy Fair, the phone rang. It was Harry. His voice
was as up-beat and enthusiastic as it had been on that first phone call, over 20 years
before. He said he had “a Great Idea”, a way in which “the way I worked with Colorforms
would change for the better”. Harry had an uncanny way of presenting anything in its best
light. He realized that my day to day responsibilities left me little time to innovate new
products. So, he had already relieved me of those tiresome chores by calling Mike Strouth,
the day before, and offering him the “job” of being ME, an offer Mike accepted willingly.

          Throughout, my years at Colorforms, there had been a contractual understanding
that in the event we should part ways, for any reason, my royalty on the entire Colorforms
line would continue for a period of one year, and then come to an end. Furthermore, any
non-licensed items I had originated, that did not involve Colorforms Plastic pieces, and
were not part of the current line, were mine.

          Now, as Harry explained enthusiastically, I would be free to use my year’s worth of
royalties to enable me to invent and innovate for Colorforms, full time! And for every new
product I invented, and Len accepted, I would get a full 5% royalty. Wow!

          After a deadly silence that lasted for 10 endless seconds, I replied. “Harry, in other
words, you’re Firing me!” After another silence, more deadly than the one before, Harry,
somewhat shocked, replied: “Errr … I guess you could put it that way. Hummm, let’s see.
Well, Ummmm, I didn’t think of it like that, but Yes, I guess… that’s true!”

          There was a distinct possibility that Harry, blinded by his own enthusiasm, had seen
this chess move as one that would induce me to press the restart button, and begin again,
right back where we started, some 20 years before. It didn’t quite turn out to be the check-
mate move intended, but more like one in which he lost his queen. The conversation
ended amicably, with Harry guaranteeing me my promised one year royalty, beginning that
day, and me saying I would be glad to offer Colorforms any new Stick-on Ideas I came up
with.

          One thing that Harry suggested did come true instantly, I did feel FREE! Free of guilt,
for wearing two hats secretly, and free of animosity. I couldn’t blame Harry for his
decision. It was, if anything, overdue. I must admit I was disappointed in Mike Strouth. A
simple phone call to let me know what was happening would have resulted in my offering
him my blessings. Instead, he Never called me … 20 years passed before we spoke again.
What little I know of what happened, from then on, is mostly hearsay. Mike stayed at
Colorforms for two and a half years, driving past my house many a day to have his
shoulder looked over at Colorforms. They got their in-house art department, after all. Later,
he became an Art Director for Henson Associates, “HA!”, traveling to NYC, three days a
week. He always did excel at Muppets.

          When Mike left Colorforms, I could tell, as their artwork promptly went downhill. I
think back to those early days, when all of us, Harry, Bill Basso, Mike and I, thought it was
so important, that the Artwork should be “Fine”. We all believed that doing the best we
could mattered, then. I wonder if it really did, or if the success of a Colorforms toy
depended merely on the popularity of the licensed property, whose name was featured on
the box.

          Harry remained in California, where he begat a second family. Every now and then,
he’d call me to share some new idea, enthusiastically inviting me to play. I’d always say I
was, regretfully, too busy, which was true. Then I’d suggest he call Mike. “Mike who? Oh?
Oh! Yes, that fellow! That’s a good idea! Do you have his number?” I did.
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          Harry passed away on September 1, 2009, in a nursing home in Ajijiac, Mexico. He
left: two wives, ten children, and because of him, millions of happy childhood memories
and a better World, behind.

          As for what became of me? Well, the very fact you’re here, means you know already.
Hibernating for 20 years is not all that unusual, here in the Hudson Valley. After all, it’s Rip
Van Winkle country. My years with Colorforms had been like a Dream.

          At the time that final phone call came, I was working on a project called
“KIDANIMALS”. I felt for them, a deep affinity:

          “Safe and cozy, in their little boroughs, the KidAnimals slept peacefully, dreaming of
the day when spring would, once again, awaken the Enchanted Forest, and life would
bloom anew.”

          Spring was here.........
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